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Bedmond, white with fury, struck the boy a heavy blow in' he fac , knocking him down, and at·
tempted a dash for the door. Stanton, however, rec9'vet'ed ~·pi.self in time 'to grasp
the rascal around the waist. and a desperate ~truggle ,ensued.
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FROM OFFICE ~ BOY TO SENATOR
By A SELF-rlADE rlAN

CHAPTER I.
A DIRTY NIGHT ON THE WATER.

''It's an awful night to go upon the water, George," said
Mrs. Stanton, as she glanced at the windows, the loose
sashes of which were beating a tattoo against the frame .
"I know it is a bad night, mother," replied her stalwaxt, good-looking son, whose age was probal:ily seventeen; "but I've been afloat in many a worse one." "Your poor father lost his life in just such a blow while
going down the harbor to his vessel," said the little widow,
wiping a tear from her eye; "and he was more at home
on the water than you."
"You forget, mother, there was a fog on the bay the
night father was lost, and he was run down by a steamer."
"I don't like to have you go," she protested, with all a
mother's solicitude for he; only child. "What should I
do if anything happened to you?"
"Don't be afraid. Nothing will happen to me. I know
the bay like u book, and the Gull is a stiff, weatherly boat."
Mrs. Stanton shook her head as if she was not convinced.
"But we need the money, mother," went on her son.
"We need it .very badly. The gentleman has offered me
ten dollars to carry him over to the island and back again.
Remember his brother is dying and may not live until
morning. Tohere seems to be no other way for him to

reach the island except I take him i'Il my boat. He told
me that he hasn't seen his brother since they were boys
together, and that was a long tinie ago . .In fact, he hasn't
heard from him in many years. His brother is the black
sheep of the family, who ran away to sea. For some years
he's been keeper of the Coffin Island Light, but he never
communicated with his' family until he was taken ill, and
being told he could not live more than a day or two he
had a dispatch sent to his only brother, the gentleman
who is in the sitting-room below, asking him to come at
once to the lighthouse on Coffin Island if he wished to see
him before he died. The gentleman arrived at the inn in
the vill~ge half an hour ago and inquired for an experienced boatman to take him over to the island. Mr. Bates
sent him to me. Th~t's about the whole story."
"Well, my son, I suppose under these exceptional
cumstances I must let you go," said Mrs. Stanton, with
another fearful look .at the shaking windows. " But you
will be very careful, won't you ? Remember I shall not
~Jeep a wink until you come back."
"Don't be so foolish, mother," remonstrated the boy.
"It is not likely we will return to-night. The gale will
have probably blown itself out by morning, and then when
you see the sun shining on the glistening waters you will
laugh at your present fears. Just think what a windfall
ten dollars will be to us-!"
"Be sure and dress yourself warm before you go,
George."
''Yes, mother," and the robust, bronzed-featured lad
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hurried downstairs to tell his caller tliat his mother had the Gull right side up in anything save perhaps ati otttconsented to his daring· the dangers of Boston Bay in and-out hurricane.
order to.land biru on Coffin Island that night.
It was a pretty dark night, the wind rushed in irom the
"Now, sir, I will be ready to go in a very few minutes," big bay outside at a forty-mile clip, and the waves it kicked
said George Stanton.
up along shore could be seen dashing their white, yeasty
"I am glad to hear it," replied the visitor, who was a heads upon the hanl sand with a measured roar that
fine-looking man of about forty-five, and who said his sounded anything but com£ortiug to the ears of the fishername was Howard Deering.
men's wjves whose husbands and sons were out at sea that
Leaving the stranger once more alone in the cosy little night.
sitting-room of the humble cottage. owned and occupied by
Mr. Deering, with a pardonable nervousness, questioned
Mrs. Stanton and her son, George hastened to his room the young skipper of the Gull in regard to the boat in
to put on h1s sea rig, and after a very short interval re- which they were to venture upon the stormy bay and the
turned to the room, after kissing 11is mother good-by, with dangers t11ey would encounter on their trip to Coffin
an oilcloth coat under his arm and a fisherman's hat m Island.
his hand.
George 's replies were so satisfactory that the gentle"All ready, sir," he said.
man felt his courage rise to the occasion, though he never
Mr. Deering rose from the rocker and followed the would have undertaken the watery passage but for the
sturdy boy out into the inclement night.
&l'rious errand he was engaged upon.
The cottage was on the outskirts of Shoreham Village,
'·you seem to be a thoroughly profu.:icnt boatman,
a thriving little }Jlacc situated upon one oi the arms of lhc young as you arc,'' said :Jlr. Deering. "Indeed, :Jlr. Bates,
sea connected with Boston Bay.
the propril:!tor of the inn, assured me that you were well
lt was surrounded by about an acre of land, which pro- po~ted in the peculia1• scan1anship necessary .for the safe
duced vegetables and fruit in thei r season sufficient for m:magemcnt of a sailboat, an,d. that you knew every shoal
the needs of mother and son, with a small percentage to and rock i1.1 the bay:"
spare which Geo1:gc traded for other needful things at the
" \\' ell, si r, 1 think he didn·t tell you any more than the
village stores·.
i.ruth," replied George, modestly.
'l'he waters of the bay laved t110 shore within a hundred
"I consider myself very fortunate in having met you,
feet of the back gate, and there, moor'ed securely to a then," ans\rered Ur. Deeri ng. "I sl1oulu never forgive
small landing stage, lay the stout catboat Gull.
myself if I clid not make a special effort to reach my
During the surtmrnr George, besides taking care of the brother's bedside be.fore he breathed his last. I pray
ground about the house, contrived to earn a few dollars heaven we rnay arrive at the island in good time. If you
doing odd jobs about the village and by taking the sum- put me through all right, my young friend, I will.not only
mer boarders in that locality, \Vhose tastes inclined in that double my original offer, but be much obliged to you bedirection, out sailing or fishing in the Gull.
sides."
lie was a skilftll boatman and was thoroughly proficient
"I'll <lo the best I can, sir," replied George, delighted
in the science of nautical cooking.
at the prospect of getting $20 for his servi.ccs; "but you
His chowders, fries and battered clams \Vere so good as can see that it blows pretty h'eavy, and there is an ugly
tc draw a good deal of custom in his ditection; indeed, sea rtmnii1g. HO\rever, the Gull is as stiff as oak and iron
many city people went out with him on trips to nearby can make her, and she works like a lady in a sea. Now,
islands as much for the lunch he provided them with as sir, ii you will step aboard, we'll put off at once."
for the sail itself.
1Ir. b eering showed that he was hot much used to b?ats
Although George Stanton was a good son, and loved ancl salt water by the gingerly way he essayed to step into
his mother very dearly, he was not satisfied with his life at the cock-pit of the sailboat as she rose and then :fell away
the village and on the bay, nor with the proceeds or his uhdcr the action of the heaving wav~s.
labors.
George saw that he was likely to lose his balance if he
He was ambitious and progressive in his views, and he stepped down at the wrong moment, so he took him by the
longed for a wider field of action, \vhere his talents Would arm ancl assisted him in.
have a better chance to display themselves. ·
"Thank you, my lad. I'm rather a novice at this b~si
Yet on account of his widowed mother, who could not ness," s1;1id Mr. Deering with a sttiile.
be indu;::ed to quit Shoreham, he stifled his eager antici'l'he young skipper pulled asidn the sliding cloor to the
pations of a more energetic life, contenting himself after cttddy and invited his passeilgcr to cuter aud thus protect
a fashion with the reflection that he was still yolmg, and "himself from the cold wind and dashing spray.
that things would come his' way in course of time.
rJ'he gentleman was Yery glad to clo SO.
As he and Mr. Deering walked down to the landing·
He found the little ~ahin was large enough to contain
stage they both realized that it was an awful night 1.o go two berths and other cohvcniences, and that it wfis as
upon the water; but the boy had weathered some heavy clean and neat as a new pin.
gales on the bay be:fore, and he was satisfied he could keep
George 1eft him to get the boat under way.
1
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Through it all the stanch little boat pushed her nose
He first put a couple of reefs in the mainsail and then
hoisted it.
seaward, gradually nearing their destination.
The island loomed larger and larger ahead, and the
Having made fast the sheets, he cast off from the wharf,
and the Gull darted off seaward like a frightened bird bright gleaming shaft of light grew bigger and brighter
through the steaming atmosphere.
skimming the surface of the water.
At last the boat was sheltered from the fierceness of the
At the very start she caught a heavy flaw and heeled
blast under a bluff, and soon afterward came into the comover till her washboard was nearly submerged.
"Don't be alarmed, sir," said the boy, seeing the star- paratively still water of a little cove, where a small wharf,
tled face of his passenger appear at the half-open entrance the only landing place on the island, projected to the west.
By the exercise of the same good judgment which had
to the cuddy. "There's no danger."
"I was afr.aid we were going to capsize," replied Mr. enabled him to bring the little craft in safety through the
Deel'ing, whose nerves were somewhat shaken by the heel- darkness and storm to her destination, George Stanton
'
laid the Gull alongside the ;.harf and secured her.
ing over of the boat.
as
cuddy
Mr. Deering had come to the entrance of the
"No, sir. That was an unexpected slant of wind, that's
all. I eased her at once and she came up like a duck. soon as he was sensible of the easier motion of the boat, .
'rI1e Gull is good for a bigger blow than this. You see and was therefore all ready to step on shore.
"Now, sir, you may come out, and I'll help you on the
she jumps the waves like a feather. You'd better lie down,
wharf," said the boy.
sir; you'll be more comfortable."
His passenger eagerly obeyed his summons.
Mr. Deering thought the young skipper's advice good,
· "You have done well, my boy," he said, grasping
and he retired out of sight.
George, emeloped in his oilskins, with his soil' -wester George's hand. "I doubt if any boatman alive could have
pulled well down over his eyes, sat on the weather side of done better. I am very· grateful to you." .
Then they stepped up on the wharf and started for the
the tiller peering forwaru into the night.
solid
of
mass·
a
like
walls of the lighthouse, which rose through the drivwaves
gray
The uoat breasted ihe big
oak, and, though the spray !lashed £uriously ·over her, as ing rain a few yards distant.
she leaped over the angry billowa, George Stanton felt as
safe in her as he would in the kitchen ,or his motper's
cottage.
CHAPTER II.
The wind was east and the sky overcast, which made the
night exceedingly gloomy and dark. .
THE RED POCKETBOOK.
The intrepid young boatman could only make out the
somber outlines of the islands and the headlands of the
As Mr. Deering walked up to the door to knock George
main shore; but these were sufficient to enable him to lay
.Stanton glanced in through one of the windows on the
his course.
The roaring of the wind, the surging of the waves and ground floor.
He saw a youngish, ill-favored looking man standing by
the thumping of the boat against the choppy sea were the
a stove with a red pocketbook in his hand, the contents of
only sounds to be heard.
On flew the Gull till the receding of a curving point of which he seemed to be investigating with eager attention.
Just then Mr. Beering knocked loudly.
land, which somewhat sheltered Shoreham village from
George saw the man inside give a violent start and conthe foll sweep of the Atlantic winds, opened up the bright
glow of the Coffin Island light-a stationary white light. ceal the wallet in the breast of his shirt while he turned a
startled· look at the door.
The young skipper headed directly for it.
He made no move to answer the knock, but stood in a
As the minutes flew by if there was any change in the
listening attitude, bis 'features working in a strange, nerweather it was for the worse.
The rain began to fall, and the gale seemed to grow vous manner.
Howard Deering ,knocked again, louder than before.
more violent, tossing the Gull about like a cork.
George Stanton, whose attention was fascinated by the
weathworse
makes
wind
the
before
A small boat going
and suspicious movements of the man inside, saw
curious
his
had
er than on any other tack, and George Stanton
him stoop suddenly and thrust the red pocketbook under
hands :full to keep her up to her course.
"This is a tough night," the boy muttered to himself, an empty keg which stoo~ against the circular wall and
"a good bit worse than I had calculated on. I guess it's then come forward to the door.
He reached it just as Mr. Deering knocked for the third
worth all of $20 to go off to Coffin Island on such a night.
Still, if the mast holds, and I don't see why it shouldn't, time, somewhat impatiently.
The man opened the door a few inches.
we'll get there all right.'.'
"Who's there, and what do you want on the islanci at
'l'he wind and waves seemed in league to prevent the
consummation of Mr. Deering's purpose, but the young this hour?" he asked in a surly tone.
"I am Rodney Deering's brother Howard, and I have
8kipper was ri'ot to be frightened off.

I
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come from Boston in answer to a telegraphic message that and expects to make use of its contents after Rodney
he was ill unto death and wanted to see me," replied Mr. Deering's death? It is very possible. I don't like his
looks for a copper cent."
Deering.
The man, apparently the assistant lightkeeper, opened 1 Geo>rge could hear the footsteps of the two men on the
the door grudgi~gly and permitted the visitor, with George floor above, and then there was silence.
Some strange fascination drew the boy nearer to the
at his heels, to enter the light110use.
"Is my brother still alive?" Mr.' Deering asked eagerly. keg which hid the wallet.
"I have no right to be so interested in this matter," he
The man nodded.
"Thank heaven for that,'' said the gentleman, fervently: exclaimed impatiently. "Probably there is nothing in it.
"He is asleep at present,'' the ·man said, watching his Only a freak of my imagination. And yet-"
His eyes sought the floor around the keg.
visitors with a shifty eye, which the observing young skipA tiny rim of red projected from under it, showing tha"t
per of the Gull did not much.fancy.
"This fellow is not to be trusted," he thought. "I in his haste Redmond had not wholly hidden the pocketwonder why he hid that pocketbook under the keg? That book.
No one, however, would have noticed this unless, like
wasn't the act of an honest man."
_ "Where is my brother?" asked Mr. Deering, with a the lad, he had seen what had occurred at the moment
after Howard Deering knocked on the lighthouse door.
pathetic look around the room.
Stanton thrust his hands into his pocket and started to
"In his bed on the floor a.hove."
to the window · to look out into the night; but he
walk
"I may go up there, may I not?"
hesitated and looked at the keg once more.
The man nodded.
"I can't stand this," he breathed at last. "I must have
"Are you the assistant keeper?"
a look at that wallet."
"I am."
With the alertness of a person who was afraid of being
"Your name is--"
caught in a mean act, George knelt down, lifted the end
"Jim Redmond."
"Redmond!" exclaimed Mr. Deering. "I have a clerk of the keg and drew out the pocketboo.k.
The first thing he noticed was the name "Rodney Deerin my employ named Redmond-Philip Redmond. Is
ing" stamped in gilt letters across the flap.
he--"
"It is the sick man's pocketbook, after all," he whis"He is my brother," replied the assistant keeper, withjpered. "Jim Redmond seems to be a thief."
out manifesting any particular interest in the matter.
"Ah, indeed. I was not aware he had a brother. He I George undid the flap and looked into the book.
It contained a number of bills-probably $100 in allnever mentioned that fact to me. I am glad to know you,
several papers.
and
way."
the
sir. I will go upstairs, if you will pilot
The boy looked through each compartment until he
Jim Redmond hesitated a moment.
He shot a suspicious glance out of the corner of his came to the last.
Here he saw a piece of parchment, yellow with age.
eyes at George Stanton, who was in the act of removing
It had such a curious look that George drew it out to
his oilskins and sou' -wester, and then his look wandered
over to the keg beneath which he had hidden the red examine it.
At that moment he heard the heavy boots of Redmond
pocketbook.
He seemed loath to leave the room while the boy re- on the iron stairs coming down.
In his haste to close the wallet and return it to its hidmained there.
The young skipper noticed both looks, though he did ing place he failed to notice that the bit of parchment
had dropped to the floor until he had put the pocketbook
not appear to do so.
Indeed, there was little that ever escaped the notice of back un~r the keg.
It was too late then to replace the time-worn document,
his sharp eyes.
He would have made an excellent detective, for his so he snatched it from the plank and thrust it into his
powers of observation and deduction were remarkably pocket just as Redmond's head appeared below the level
of the ceiling.
keen.
,Whether tlie lightkeeper's assistant had seen the action
Redmond, however, saw that he could not well refuse to
show the visitor upstairs, so he reluctantly led the way up or not Stanton could not say, but he certainly regarded
the circular iron stairway which communicated with the the lad with a good deal of suspicion when he stepped into
the room.
upper regions of the lighthouse.
He made no remark, however, but went over and sat
"There's something very strange about that pocketon the keg, which he regarded for a moment attendown
thoughtful
a
in
keg
the
at
looking
George,
mused
book,"
i
to see if it had been moved.
tively
of
none
is
.It
indeed.
way. "Something very strange,
Possibly satisfied that it had not been disturbed, he
my business, and yet something tells me that all is ' not
right about it. Cail it be that that wallet belongs to the took out his pipe and a package of smoking tobacco and
dying man upstairs, and that this Redmond has stolen it started to fill his pipe.
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He had left home when quite young, after a quarrel
"It's a rough night," he growled out at last, feeling
with his father, and from that day until the hour he telecalled on to say something.
"Yes," answered the young boatman, "one of the rough- graphed his condition to his brother Howard at Boston
no word had ever been received from him.
est I've ever been out in."
"Are you a boatman?"
For some years he was regarded as having passed out of
"I might be considered as such, and I might not. I this life; but this impression was not correct.
own a catboat, in which I often take people out saUing
Just why he had refused to divulge his whereabouts to:
and fishing on the bay. I wouldn't have ventured here on bis family even after he got his position on O~ffin Island,
such a night as this only that Mr. Deering was afraid his in Boston Bay, was a puzzle he did not explain up 't o the
brother might die before morning, and he was very anxious moment his breath failed him forever.
to see him alive."
He seemed to be glad to see his brother when Howard
"He won't live till morn.in'," replied Jim Redmond, Deering's coming awoke him from his last sleep on earth.
gloomily. "He's most gone now."
What he had to say, how~ver, during those few precious
"That's too bad," said Stanton, in a sympathetic tone.
moments yet remaining to him, had referenC€ entirely to
"I dunno," answered the man, meditatively. "It will
his daughter, Flossie, who knelt in tearful sorrow by his
probably be a good thing for his little girl."
cot, watching the sable pinions of the Angel of Death close
"His little girl!" ejaculated George, in a tone of some
in about her only living parent.
surprise.
The one soft spot in Rodney Deering's heart was filled
"Yes," nodded Redmond. "He has a daughter about
with his only child.
fourteen years old. His brother, who is well off I underIn all probability he would have died without giving a
stand-a Boston .merchant-will look after her, I guess."
sign of his existence to his family but for her.
"Where is she?" asked the boy, interestedly.
The certainty of his death brought the problem of her
Redmond jerked his thumb upward as if to intimate
before him so he sent for his brother Howard.
future
that she was upstairs with her dying father.
Howard in answer to his eager appeal promised to
And
"Her mother--" began George.
the girl as if she was his own.
for
ca'l:e
"Dead these ten years," replied Redmond, blowing out
"She is not penniless," whispered the dying man, with
a cloud of smoke.
a strange light in his eyes. "No, no; not penniless. You
"How long has Rodney Deering been on this island?"
"Six years. Three as assistant and three as head will :find in my red pocketbook-I have it here," and he
tore open his shirt and ~earched with a feverish eagerness
keeper."
for the wallet that Jim Redmond had stolen from him
"What is the nature of his illness?"
he was asleep and Flossie's attention was diverted.
while
"A kind of quick consumption. Caught a bad cold four
could not find it, and his excitement grew intense.
He
months ago, and it's fetched him."
:fiber of his attenuated frame trembled.
Every
Judging from the speaker's manner, he did not seem to
tried to calm him, but he might as well have
Howard
be particularly distressed by his comrade's misfortune.
the storm that tore around the lighthouse.
still
to
tried
At that instant there was heard the soul-stirring cry of
it?" he almost shrieked. "Where is itis
"Wtere
a man above, a moment of silence and then a poignant
Flossie's treasure? My heaven! I have been robbed, and
girlish wail floated down to them.
George started and looked toward the stairs, while Red- by--"
Before he could frame the name of the thief a racking
mond half rose from the keg, his face turned an ashen
cough seized upon him.
hue, and the pipe trembled in his fingers.
He struggled like a madman with it.
"What· was that?" asked the boy, almost knowing what
be.
woul~
Then a gush of blood started from his lips, he waved
the answer
"That
himself.
his hands wildly in the air, gasped and fell back-dead.
"That!" replied Redmond, recovering
Flossie, with a heartrending cry of grief, threw herself
was Flossie's voice. He's gone, I reckon."
upon her father's body and sobbed as if her little heart
"Gone!" answered Stanton, mechanically.
"Yes. Dead!"
would break.
Howard closed his brother's glazing eyes, and then tried
to comfort the orphan girl, who thenceforth was to live
•
·
with him.
CHAPTER III.
But what words can alleviate such a sorrow as hers at
it8 acute stage?
"I'LL HAVE YOUR LIFE!"
It must take its course, and so until the gray dawn
Jim Redmond was right.
lightened up the eastern sky Flossie was inconsolable.
Then exhausted nature came to her relief and she
Rodney Deering was dead after a largely misspent life.
Not that he had been a bad man; no, only headstrong closed her eyes in sleep.
nnd impatient of restraint.
Soon after George Stanton became aware that Rodney

6
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·----·----------Deering was really dead he began to feel tired and sleepy.
Then he took accurate bearings of the spot and stepped
He went to the window and looked out.
on to the wharf, which was close at hand, to go to his boat .
'rhe rain had stopped and the gale seemed to be breakAn hour afterward a man slouched past that little
ing up.
mound of stones, and stalking stealthily across the wharf
"Mr. Deering won't want to return before morning," stepped on board the Gull.
he thought. "I may as well go down to the boat and turn
This man was Jim Redmond.
in for the rest of the night."
Putting l1is ear to the cuddy entrance, which was par- •
So he told Jim Redmond to tell Howard Deering that tially open, he listened.
he: could be found on board his sailboat at the whar.f.
Seemingly satisfied with the state of things, he pushed
The assistant keeper nodded an'd seemed to be relieved the slide wholly back and
softly entere~ the little cabin.
at the idea of the boy leaving the lighthouse.
He glided to the bunk where George Stanton lay in a
George put on his sou'-wester, took his oilskins under tired sleep and noted his deep
breathing with great satishi~ arm and left the place. ·
faction.
Curiosity, however, induced him to glance through the
Then he took up his clothes, article by article, and
\rinclow when he got on the outside.
searched them carefully, but whatever he was in search of
Jim Redmond still sat on the keg smoking his pipe, his clid not seem to present itself.
t•.r es glued on the door.
"What can he have done with it?" he muttered savageAt length 11e got up, tilted the keg ana took up the red ly. "I am sure he has it, for I saw it in the pocketbook
pocketbook.
'the moment Howard Deering rapped at the lighthouse
llc looked cautiously all about the room before he door, and I then thrust the wallet under the keg. What
01Jened it.
·
a fool I was not to have retained it about me; but I was
Eagerly he examined eac11 of the compartments until he afraid Rodney would denounce me to llis brother, for the
c-amc to the last, which he found to be empty.
moment he missed the paper I knew he wo-uld suspect me,
IT c stared at it in a dumfounded kin~ of way for sev- in which case I should have bePn obliged to have turned
eral moments, then be threw the wallet on the floor with my pockets out to prove my innocence. Still, why should
an angry oath and sprang to his feet.
this boy have taken that paper from the wallet? Is it
Stanton waited to see no more.
because it looks so old and peculiar that it attracted his
"It must be the bit of parchment I have in my pocket notice? Still I am puzzled how he could have known the
that he il:l aJ'ter," he said to himself, in an eager whisper. pocketbook was under the keg. I have it!" he cried, with
"\Yhat earthly use can he have for an old time-stain,ed bit a smothered oath. "He was looking in at the window at
of paper ? I must examine it at the· earliest chance and the time and saw me hide it there. He is evidently no
see if I can find in it the key to his anxiety to possess it. better than a thief himself. It's a wonder he didn't take
At any rate, I am glad I have it, for if it has auy value the money, too. I wouldn't have cared so much if he
i t is now Flossie Dcering's right tp benefit by it."
had, if he had only left that pince of parchment, which is
He thrust his hancl into bis pocket, where he had put it, of no use to him, but which in my hands--"
und Llrew it forth.
The young boatman moved uneasily in his sleep and the
"I'll place it for safety in my wallet."
man drew back into the deeper shadows of the cuddy.
He took 0ut a small well-worn black pocketbook, reStanton, however, did not awake, and Redmond conmovecl the rubber band and placed the bit of parchment tinned his useless search.
inside.
"Curse him!" he cried at last. "What has he done
"1'11 look at it in the morning," 11e said, as he started
with it?"
to return the wallet to bis pocket.
'l'he words aroused the boy and he sat up.·
His hand stmck on his hip and the pocketbook flew
His sharp eyes showed him that he was not alone.
downwarcl and disappeared in a crevice in the rocks.
"Who's there?" he demanded, reaching out and gras)l"My gracious!" he exclaimed in a tone of consternation.
ing
the intruder by the sleeve of his jacket.
He knelt clown and tried to insert his fingers into the
"I'm
here," replied Redmond, drawing a clasp knife
liole, but he could not push them far enough in to even
from
his
pocket and opening it with his teeth.
touch the wallet, which of course he could not see.
"Who
are
you, Redmond?"
"What shall ! do now?" he asked himself, not a little
dismayed. "It would be fierce if I should not be able to . "Yes. .Jim Redmond."
recover my pocketbook with that parchment. Wbo knows · "And what do you want here in th e cabin of my boat?"
but it might represent a fortune for Rodney Deering's
"What do I want? I want that piece of parchment
daughter. I must mark the spot somehow and come back which you took from tl}e red pocketbook I hid under that
here alter it in the morning."
keg on the ground floor of the lighthouse. Give it tip, or
1-_c ~athered a heap of stones together and made a little by heaven, I'll have your life l" and he pressed the blade
µ:ound.
of his knife against the lad's throat.

.
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CHAPTER IV.
ST.ANTON STEALS A MARCH ON REDMOND.

"What !l{e you talking about, Redmond? Are you
crazy?" asked Stanton, conscious that he was in a very
ticklish position.
"No, I am not crazy, and you know very well what I'm
talking about. I \\rant that piec~ of parchment, d'ye un·
derstand ?"
"I haven't any piece of parchment," protested George.
"You can't lie out of it, yourtg fellow. You looked in
at the window, saw lne hide the wallet unde:t' that keg, and
wl1en r went upstairs with Deering you took advantage of
my absence to take that wullet out from under the keg
and examine it."
"You seem to know all nbout it. 11

"I do. h

"All right then, have it your own way."
" Hand over that. parchmenl:./' hissed Redmon.d.
"How can I 11and over what I haven't got?"
"I say you have got it. You've hidden it somewhere
.
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"Hold on there, Redmond. You're carrying this joke
too far."
"You'l! find this isn't a joke if you don't do as I t~l
you," said the man, fiercely.
, "If you don 't take that knife away from my throat
you'll find this isn't a joke either," replied the boy, in a
determined tone.
"Are you goin' to give up that parchment?"
"I can't give up what I haven't got."
"That bluff won't work with me."
"I'm not trying to bluff you. I haven't got what ytm're
after."
Redmond found that he wasn't accomplishing much;
and h e was furious.
He was satisfied in his own mind that Stanton knew
where the precious piece of parchment was, and he was
determined to make him own up.
H e gripped the boy closer with his left hand while with
his right he again prichd George's neck with the _sharp
blade:
At that criti cal n1ot11e11t steps were 11eard on the wharf.
'l'he sound clistracicrl RedIUohd's attention for the mo·
mcnt at1d lhe young boutmun, fully alive to hiB own interc;:lt;, t ook immediate advantage of the chanc~.
.
\\'ifh [(ll upward 1110,·ement of one of his an11s he :>eht
the knife :;pinning across the cuddy and grasped Red1nond
by both arm ti.
•J m;t then Howard Deering 1:1 lepped :tboard the boat alld
p0kcd his head in at the cabin door.
As it was pitch dark in the cuddy he couldn't see any·

'

thing, but it seemed as if something strange was going on
in there-something like a struggle between two persons.
He took a match · safe out of his pocket and struck a
light.
He was astonished at the sight which met his view.
George Stanton, in very scant attire, was trying to hold
hie own against Redmond, who was fully dressed.
"What does this mean?" asked Mr. Deering, lighting a
second match.
His words and presence caused a cessation of the coil.flict.
Stanton let go of his aggressor and squirmed out of his
reach.
"I'll get square with you yet, my young boatman,"
hissed Redmond, satisfied that he could do nothing more
just then toward getting his bands on the coveted piece of
parchment. "You haven't seen the last of this thing by a
J·ugful."
With those words he brushed by Deering, pushed his
way out of the cabin and left the boat.
"What's the trouble, my lad?" asked the Boston merchant, after he had watcl1ed Redmond retire from the
cuddy.
·
"The trouble is that I woke up to find that fellow in
h .
.
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he had hitlclen under a keg in the ground floor room of the
lighthouse."
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"A red pocketbook!" exclaimed Mr. Deering, rec~lling
his brother's dying words. "The last words my brother
spoke referred to a red pocketbook on which he seemed to
place great value. He was going to show it to me, when,
not finding it on his person, where he evidently had been
accustomed to keep it, he frantically declared he had beoo
robbed by someone whose name he was unable to mention
on account of a violent spell of c'oughing, which ended in
his death."
"The thie1' was Jim Redmond, the man who just left
this boat."
"How do you know?"
"Because I saw a red pocketbook in his bands, and I
afterward discovered that the n.ame of Rodney Deering
was on the flap."
"Then he must be made to yield it up, since everything
that belonged to Rodney is now the rightful property of
his daughter, Flossie." .
"If you will listen, sit, l will tell you how I .came to
know that Redmond had possession of the red pocketbook."
"Certainly I will listen to you."
Thereupon Stanton told Howard Deering all that the
reader is familiar with in respect to the stolen wallet up
to the moment George placed the piece of parchment in
his own pocketbook and then accidentally let it fall into
the hole among the rocks .
De9ring was not only interested, but somewhat excited
over the recital.
.
"It tn.ust have been the parchment, and not the sma.1.1
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amount of money in bills, to which m;j brother referre~.
The parchment contains some valuable secret, otherwise
that ra_scal, Redmond, would not be so eager to get possession of it."
"'fhat's the way I looked at it, sir. And now, owing to
my carelessness, it is liable to be lost. However, I marked
the spot with a small pile of stones and am in hopes of
recovering it in the daylight. Should I be so fortunate
as to be able to do so I shall hand it over to you at once.
It would not be safe for me to retai:i;i it a moment longer
t11an nece sary, for that fellow believes I have hidden it
on tl1is boat, and he will not rest till he has made another
and more thorough search."
.A slight noise at the opening of the cabin caused Stanton and :Mr. Deering to turn their eyes in that direction,
and just in time to see a dark object, which they knew
must be the head of Jim Redmond, draw away from it.
"The rascal has been spying on us, and he has probably
heard every word of our conversation," said George, in a
tone of disgust. "I doubt if it will do him much good, so
far as getting on the track of the lost parchment, for I
did not mention the exact spot where I dropped my own
wallet. The best thing you can do is to demand your
brother's wallet, containing the money, fro~ him. I am
a witness to the fact that he has it. Should he refuse to
turn it over to you you can threaten him with a1-i-est."
"I will do that; but he may defy me. I shall have to
remain on the island while you go to the village, notify
the government authorities of the death of my brother
and bring over an undertaker to take charge of his remains. The rascal may make his escape in a boat while
you are away."
"I shall try to recover my pocketbook before I go . . As
you will have to remain on the island with Redmond it
would be better for :me to take the parchment with me if
I · find it, otherwi;;;e 11e would certainly attack you to get
possession o:f it."
·
"You are right," agreed Mr. Deering. "Take it with
you by all means if you recover it. It might be of sufficient value to tempt the scoundrel to murder rue for it
while you were absent."
:Morning was now beginning to dawn, so the young boatman put on his clothes, as further sleep was out of the
question.
l\Ir. Deering said he would have to return to the lighthouse to look after bis niece.
After .he had gone, Stanton sat on top of the boat's
hal~-deck and watched the sky lighten up.
By this time the gale had blown itself out.
The waters of the bay, however, was still very much
agitated and dashed quite noisily upon the rocky shore of
· the island.
The sky was fairly clear of clouds and promised & fine
day.
·
George looked around for some sign of Redmondl but
he was not to be seen.
"I wonder what will be the rascal's next move?"

thought the boy. "He knows now that I had the parch- ·
ment and lost it. He is hidden somewhere in this vicinity
watching for me to begin the search for my wallet, and if
I find it he is prepared to pounce upon me and try to get
possession of it at all costs. I think I'll fool him. I'll
start for the shore at once 1 get the un~ertaker and another man to come back with me, and then hunt for the
pocketbook on my return. With three men on the island
he would not dare attack me. Besides, I'll bring over
father's revolver as an additional protection.
Having decided that this plan was the best, Stanton
proceeded to put it into immediate execution.
He unmoored the Gull from the wharf, ran up the mainsail in a jiffy and steered out into the bay.
Hardly had he got clear of the wharf before he saw Redmond running rapicliy down the rocks.
As soon as the rascal struck the wharf he saw that the
young boatman had escaped him, and so he stopped and
shook his fist at him, shouting out some words that the
boy could not understand.
'
George paid no attention to the fellow, but laid his
course direct for Shoreham village, hidden behind a distant point of land.

CHAPTER V.
REDMOND SCORES A POINT.

·
The young boatman made good time on his return trip
and reached the landing-stage in front of his home a little
after seven o'clock.
His mother was up and watching for him.
With the aid of her husband's spyglass, she had ~ade
out the Gull soon after she .rounded the point, and she
then hastened to get breakfast on the table, for she guessed
George would have an uncommonly good appetite that
morning.
She also noticed that the passenger he had carried to
the island was not visible in the cockpit, so she judged he
had remained at the lighthouse.
"Well, mother," her son said in his usual cheery tone,
as he entered the kitchen, "you see I'm back all right."
"And I thank "heaYen that you are, my boy. I am sure
that you fo'imd it a very rough night on the water."
"It was, indeed, mother. I uon't think I've ever seen
a much worse one afloat. It was a good thing that I carried Mr. Deering over to the island, for his brother died a
short time after we reached the lighthouse."
"I am very sorry to hear that," said the little widow,
sympathetically.
"His name was Rodney Deering, and he has left a little
girl of fourteen for his brother to look after."
"Then the poor child is an orphan?"
"She is. Her mother died about ten years ago."
"It is fortunate she has this uncle who is willing to
take charge of her."
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"Yes, mother. He's pretty well off, I guess. He is a in it for him, and that George helped work the craft, as
Boston merchant."
his son and assistant had gone to a neighboring town.
"The change from the island to a comfortable city home
Stanton agreed, but before they set off he got his
must prove advantageous to the child, though of course fatl1er's revolver and placed it in his hip pocket, so as to
she is bound to miss her father. Sit up to the table now be prepared to defend himself in case Jim Redmond was
and eat your breakfast. Everything is ready and waiting. looking for trouble.
.
I dare say you ar~ hungry after your sail."
They reached the island about half-past ten o'clock and
"I should say I am. The sea air is uncommonly bracing the undertaker and his helper carried the box at once to
this morning, and puts a fine edge on a fellow's appetite. the lighthouse.
'
Besides, I've got to return to the island as soon as I can."
Redmond was nowhere to be seen.
"To bring . back your last night's passenger and the ' Mr. Deering told George that the assistant light keeper
little girl, I suppose."
had been hunting about the rocks ever since he (Stanton)
"Probably so; but I've got to carry the undertaker and left the island.
a coffin over with me, after I have ' notified the lighthouse
Of course he was looking for George's lost wallet with
inspector of the district that Rodney Deering, who was the parchment in it, but there was no evidence that his
fhe head keeper of the light, is dead. By the way, mother, search had so far proved successful.
Mr. Deering promised me $20 for last night's trip after
While Mr. Mold and his man were attending to the
he saw how rough the weather really was. He looks on it body of Rodney Deering, Flossie was brought downstairs
as a great favor that I was 'willing to carry him over in by her uncle Howard and introduced to Stanton.
/
such a gale."
She was a very pretty girl, with fair hair and nJit-brown
"Twenty dollars will come in very nicely at this time." complexion, and a sylph-like figure.
"Indeed it ,will," replied the boy, attacking the viands
Her eyes were red from weeping, and the expression of
with a great relish.
her countenance was very sad and depressed.
The boy said nothing about his adventure with Jim
Stanton proposed that while the undertaker was getting
, Redmond, for that would only worry his mother, particu- the dead man ready for removal that they go down to the
larly as he was going back to the island where the man spot where the lost wallet lay and see if they could rewas.
cover it.
,
After breakfast he called on Mr. Mold, the village
Mr. Deering agreed.
undertaker, and told him he had a job for him.
"Do you think you can locate the spot?" he asked, with
"Why, who's dead, George?" he asked in some surprise. great interest.
"The head keeper of the Coffin Island light. I'll take
"I marked it with a pile of stones. It is not far to the
you over to the island in my boat after awl1ile. You'll right of the wharf."
want to take a coffin, of course."
The stones were. found just as George had described
"What size man is he?"
them.
"Now you've got me, Mr. Mold. I couldn't tell you beHe removed them and disclosed a crevice in the rocks,
cause I didn't see him. I should think he was about the at the bottom of which the wallet could be seen.
average size."
The fissure was too narrow for a person to insert his
"I'll take a box over, and fit him with a casket after we arm, so George told Mr. Deering that he would have to
bring him back. Who pays the expenses?"
go down to the sloop and get a boat-hook that he had seen
"The man's brother, who is over at the island now. on board.
He's a Boston merchant."
In a few minutes he returned with the article and tried
"All right," replied Mr. Mold. "When will you be to probe the wallet out.
ready to start?"
This was no easy job ·to accomplish, and their attention
"Probably in about an hour," replied the boy.
was so much absorbed in the work that they did not ob"I'll be all ready for you."
serve the cautious approach of Jim Redmond, who had
George had the address of the lighthouse inspector of been on the watch behind a rock ever since the sloop made
that district, and he sent him a dispatch notifying him fast to the wharf.
that Rodney Deering had died early that morning.
"I don't know whether I can get it out or not," said
The undertaker and his assistant carried the box to the George, after he had failed a dozen times. "It's a most
Gull.
exasperating job."
"I'm afraid your boat is too small to fetch tha~ box
"Let me try," said Mr. Deering.
back with the corpse in it in the way it ought to be carried.
The boy resigned the boat-hook to him, but his efforts
Can't you get a larger boat?"
were not rewarded with any degree of success.
"Well, there's Captain Mason's sloop. Perhaps I can
Finally he gave it up and the young boatman took aninduce him to take us over.''
other try.
Tl1e boy went to Captain '.Mason's house and found that
At the second attempt George succeeded in catching
he was willing to go over provided there was something the point of the hook in the rubber band.
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"I've got it," he said triumphantly , and with the use of
"Drop it!" commanded George, coolly, displaying his
a little dexterity he brought the wallet to the surface. revolver and covering the man. "Drop it, or l'll put
a
"There you are,'' he said, holding it out to Mr. Deering. ball into yoµ,"
Before the gentleman could take it, Red111orid dashed
Redmond straightened up surprised aPd discomfited at
forward, snatched it fro.rQ the boy's hand, 9,nd dashed the appearance of thipgs.
away across the rocks with a derisive laugh.
It was not & pleasal\t sensation to look into the menacing tube 0£ .a rovolver leveled within a yarc1 of his head.
It garn "Redmond the cold shivers, for he was not ornrburdened with sand when the game was going against him.
CHAPTER VI.
"Turn that glln away, will you?" l1e snarled, "It might
go off."
;wHAT THE PARCHMENT REVEALED.
"If it goes off it will be your lookout," returned the
you:ng bo11tm1111.
The iu~expeoted appearance of Jim Redmond took Mr.
"What do JOll want me to do?" growl eel the rascal.
Deering and George completely l)y surprise, ancl for · a
"l want you to give np that wallet/' demanded Stanton.
moment they could only stare after the fteoing l'ascal, then "It's :my private property, and you have no right
to rethe young boatman recovered his self-poRsession and start- tain it,"
ec! in pursuit.
"You can have it after I've taken out that piece of
He was as active as a young monkey on his feet and uard11nent that I want," replied Rerlmond, taking the
Reclmoncl soon Raw that lie wns being rapidly overhquled, wallet from his pocket and Rtartirlg to remove the
band.
"I'll lead him away to the eastern end or the island fll~cl
"You haye no claiP1 on that parchment," Sflid George.
then put his nose out of joint," muttered the scoundrel, "It belongs to Flossie Deering, and you shan't remove
it
as he sprang forward frQm rock to rock, with an occnsional from my wallet."
brief glance over his shoulder at his young pursuer.
wrhen you don't get your pocketbook," cried Redmond,
The rascal relierl upon bis greater strength to overcome making a motion to return it to his pocket.
the boy at the proper moment, then with the parchment
"Throw that wallet to me or I'll put a ball through
again in his posse::;sion he intemlccl to get awa,v from tho your arm," said Stanton, in a determined tone.
island in a small boat, belonging to the lighthonRc, which
"You rouldn't dare," blared the ra~scal.
wa8 ti('(l clown at the wharf.
"Wouldn't l ? rn give you three scconclR to do ns I
Stanton followed on Redmond's heels with the clogged tell you. One-two-t hree!"
re:,;ol re i.o wrest his wallet from him at all hazard s.
Reclmoml Ri1llenly rdi1sed to eo1nply, wherc11pon inHe was thoroughly aroused against the fellow's perver- stead of oiming at the fellow's 11rm Stanton :fired apparsity in trying to clo the daughter of Rodney Doering out ently directly at hiR head.
of what rightfully belonged to her alone.
His ~b;ject was to thorougl1ly unnerve the ra ·cal if he
Redmond presently struck a path. that caniecl him clown roulcl, and he Rncceedecl.
to the shore an<l out of sight of the lighthouse.
.The ball whizzocl so dose to Redmond's face lhat he
The boy was close at his heelR when he fornecl a pro· dropped lhc wallet wi1h n howl of Jear and statled to
nm.
jecting rock auc1 disappeared.
"Stop!'' sh0111e~ the young boatman after him. , ·
As ·Stanton himself round eel · the rork he found ReelHe emphasized his command with a second bullet, whi ch
I
rnond erouclting behind it ready to attack him.
!Jrought the villain io n i<'rriflecl pauRe.
The rascal struck George a stinging blow alongHide of
'·Now,'' said Ge01·ge, after picking np hiR wallet ancl
the head which stagg<'red him, ancl immediately followed a<:lvancing on Redmond, "hand 0111. 'Rodney Deering's
1·ecl
up his advantage.
poc·ketbook, 01· I promiRe yon i ho i hird bu l]et won't mii-;s
"I've got you now where I want yo11," he liiRRed malig- you."
nantly. "If you will bi1tt in where yon hiwe no brn;iness
Heclmond glared furion ,;ly at hiR n11tagonist, hut th e
you've got to take the consequences."
revolver was an all-powerful persuader, ancl he slowly and
He sprang at the boy with a :fiercenesR that clearly inti- reluctantly proch1rec1 ihe <lead man's property and t1uew
mated his intention to do him up then anc1 there.
it on the g~on11cl with a curse.
George saw that he would not be in it with this burly
"I'll get even with you some clay, ym1 l11onkey !" he
ra~ral if he once got his hands upon him, so he clextm·ously hissed.
"You've done me ont of '' good thing, and I
rrnde<l a hand-to-han d conflict by leaping aRide.
Rhfln't forget it, 11ot if I live to he a hundred."
Then he picked up a stone and fired it at Redmond.
"You oan go l10W,'' replied George, coolly, after taking
Tl1e mi::;sile took effect on his shol1lcler, partially dis- possPssion of the. wallet.
abling his right arm, and wringing from him a howl 01'
He watchPd Redmond take his way along i.hc s11orc,
pain and fnry.
then he started in the opposite direction llp the path by
"I;ll kill you for that, you little monkey!" 110 roared, which he had come, and soon reached the top of
the rocks,
r.:ooping clown to retaliate on the same lines,
whe:pce he could see the lighthouse again ancl the acl-
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vancing figure of Howard Deering, who had heard the
pistol shots and was much concerned for the safety of the
CHAPTER VII.
brave boy.
"Thank heaven you are safe!" exclaimed Mr. Deering,
FROM SHOREHAM VILLAGE TO BOSTON.
when he came up and grasped the young skipper by t~e
hand. "What were those pistol shots I heard?"
"Why, there's no writing on it," cried the young boat"'rhey were firecl by me,'' replied George.
ll1&n in some astonishment.
"By you?"
"It is certainly very singular," said Mr. Deering, gaz"Yes. I brought ornr my father's revolver thi& trip, ing blankly at the paper. "The writing must have faded."
for I feared that I might have occasion to use it to defend
"Then the parchment isn't worth all the trouble it pas
myself against Redmond. Well, it c11me in handy. I caused us."
came upon the rascal 1lnder the bhtff, whe~·e I guess he
"Apparently not. It is an interesting relic, however,
expected to do me up, and I compelled him not only to and as such I will keep it. Possibly some chemist might
give up my wallet, but also yoqr brother's poc\rntbook. be able to bring out the writing again, for the ink used in
Here it is," and the boy handed it OV\'lf to Mr. Deering.
olden times was more substantial than our modern article.
"You are a boy in a thousand," exclahµed the m.ercl\ant, Still I have no great faith that what was once written on
"I did not expect to get that pocketbook unless I suc- this piece of vellum will ever be revealed."
ceeded in rounding that m11n up with the help. of ij, OOI\·
Thus s:peakipg, the merchant refolded the bit 0£ parchstable."
ment and returned it to the red pocketbook.
While he was s1)eaking George was t11king the parch"Let us return to the lighthouse and help Flossie get
ment out of his own wallet.
her things in order for hiking away," said Mr. Deering,
He tendered it to Mr. Deering.
placing the red wallet in an inner pocket of his coat.
"No one would think to look at that bit o~ paper th&t it
Half an hour later George and Mr. Deering carried
was worth taking care of," said the boy . . "A:pq yet Red- Flossie's small trunk with all her worldly possessions down
mond has made several strenuous efforts to get it and hold to the sloop, where the box containing her father's remains
on to it."
had already been conveyed.
The merchant contemplated the soiled, cre!J.sed and
Jim' Redmond did not reappear until he saw that they
ancient-looking document with much interest.
were on the point of taking their departure, then George
If was a piece of paper, which from ~ts two folds looked observed him walking toward the lighthou&e.
to be about six inches one way by four and a half the
In the offing a government tender was to be seen headother, perfectly regular in its oblong shape, 11s though it ing toward the island from the direction of Boston.
had been prepared for some purpose.
With Stanton'~ assistance the captain of the sloop
The paper was firm, thick 11nd whole, and seemed like a hoisted the mainsail and subsequently the foresail.
kind of vellum.
'l'he ropes ·which held her to the wharf were then cast
"It must be pretty old," Mr. Deering said, thought- loose and she glided away from the island under a fair
fully. "No one u&es such materinl nowadays to write breeze.
upon. It was considerably used a hundred years ago by
Flossie and her uncle sat on the extension roof of the
those who could buy it, scarce and high as it was."
cabin, with George Stanton, while Captain Mason steered.
"If it was so very expensive," said Stanton, "I should
Undertaker Mold and his men remained forward with
think only in1portant matter would be written on it."
the box.
"Very likely this contains a secret of some value, or
"I am very glad to have met you; Stanton," said Mr.
my brother would not have set such store by it as he Deering, when the boat was well upon her way. "I don't
seemed to qo. There is hardly $100 in money in the red think I could have got another skilled boatman to have
pocketbook. When he spoke of Flossie not being penniless taken me to the island last night. Therefore, I feel that
his manner indicated that her expectations represented it is due to you that I was enabled to see my brother before
more than that meager sum. Well, we will open it and he died. The sum of .$20, which I promised you, scarcely
see what this wonderful secret ie."
expresses my sentiments, so I shall insist in making it
He unfolded the bit of parchment with due oare, George $50."
.
.
)
watching the operation with intense interest.
'fNo, sir. I cannot take so much from you for my ser He natm:ally looked for some remarkable revelation.
vices. I am perfectly satisfied with $20."
The Boston merchant was not a little curious himself
"But it is my wish to give you $50. By the time we
as to what the document contained.
land at Shoreham you will have lost the greater part of
Having spread it out carefl.l_lly against the smooth face to-day, and for that you ought to receive some compensaof a rock, they both gazed on it with eager curiosity.
tion."
To their surprise and great disappointment, nothing
"I think $20 will cover everything, sir," smiled George.
met their eyes.
The merchant shook his head, pulled out a well-filled
The piece of parchment was blank.
pocketbook and tendered the young skipper of the Gull
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five $10 bills, which the boy finally accepted with consid- ham, and she protei;ted tjrnt no other place would satisfy
erable reluctance, much as the possession of this amount her as well.
of money meant to himself and his mother at that time.
"I can understand that feeling very well, Mrs. Stan":Now," continued ·Mr. Deering, "if there is anything ton," replied Mr. Deering; "but remember you must conI can do for you hereafter, I hope you will communicate sider your son's future. The world wants just such bright
with me," and he handed the lad his business card. "I and energetic boys as your boy George is, and it is doing
suppose you do not intend to remain permanently in such him an injustice to bury him in this antiquated village."
11 small place as Shoreham. A boy of your evident abilities
· 'I'his was putting the matter right up to her in a way
rmght to seek a wider :field of usefulness."
that she could not very well evade, and so she promised
"I should like very much to get a start in Boston, or tri think the subject over, at the same time thanking the
i;omc other large city," said George, voicing the desire merchant for the interest he was taking in her son.
that was nearest his heart.
At five o'clock a buggy was brought around to the cot"Nothing is easier, if your mind is set in that direction. tage to take Mr. Deering and Flossie on to the next town,
I will be glad to make an opening for you in my office. I where they would catch a train for the city, a wagon connm about to make some changes that will necessitate my veying Rodney Deering's body in a casket, enclosed in a
taking on new help. I am arranging to open a branch plain box, to the station.
"I shall expect to hear from you in a few days, Stanestablishment in New York. I am going to send my chief
ton,"
said the merchant as they were about to part. "At
clerk on there to act as resident manager. He will probaany
rate
I ~hall keep a place open for you."
bly take a couple of the other clerks with him. Their
"Thank
you, sir. I hope I shall be able to go to work
places will be :filled by 'promotion, which will naturally
create several vacancies at the foot. I should be glad to for you."
Flossie cried on leaving, for she had taken a great likhave you step into one of them."
"I am very much obliged to you, Mr. Deering. If I ing to Mrs. Stanton.
"Whatever your decision is, Mrs. Stanton," said 'Mr.
can get my mother's permission for me to go to Boston I
Deering, "you must call and see Flossie after she is setwill gladly accept your offer."
"I will speak to your mother myself, if you wis~, and tled with my family."
Then the buggy drove away.
point out the undoubted advantages that would accrue to
That night after tea George and his mother had a seriyou by getting a proper start in the world. I should think
ous
talk about his branching out in life, but no decision
bhe would have no great objection to moving to Boston
was
reached.
hersel.f. There are many nices places to live in the subA day. or two later Mrs. Stanton received a letter :from
urbs of the city, and the electric cars afford quick and
her
only sister, a widow, in which the latter said she had
satisfactory communication with the business center."
decided to remove to Shoreham, so as to be near her, and
"Well, sir, I should be pleased to have you do so. You
asked her to look up a small cottage for her and her two
and l\Iiss .Flossie could stop at our cottage, instead of
children.
going to the inn, while Mr. Mold is preparing your brothThis letter suggested a plan to George.
er's body for shipment to Boston. Will you do so?"
"Mother, why don't you have Aunt Bertha come and
"I accept your invitation with pleasure and shall be live with
you? Then I could go to Boston, and you need
glad to meet your mother. I think I s,hall be able to con- not
leave Shoreham at· all. I could run down once a week
vince her that the proper :field for your talents is the city and remain
with you till Sunday night. The distance is
of Boston."
not far. Don't you think that such an arrangement would
When the sloop arrived at her wharf George Stanton solve the
whole difficulty?"
piloted Mr. Deering and his bereaved niece to bis mother's
"But I don't like to have you away from me for a whole
cottage.
week at a time," objected the little widow, stroking her
Mrs. Stanton received her visitor,., with all courtesy and son's hair. "I should miss you dreadfully."
proceeded to make their brief stay as pleasant as possible.
"You'd get used to that, mother, especially as you
She was all sympathy and kindness to the young orphan, would know it was for my good. There is nothing in
and Flossie's heart warmed to her at once.
Shoreham for me. I am only wasting my time here. It
She prepared a nice dinner for them, and during the has been my dream for months to break away from this
meal Mr. Deering opened up the subject of the young Yil!age and get out into the bustling world, where fortune
boatman going to Boston and taking a position in his is to be made by those who have the grit and determinaoffice.
tion to push their way to the front."
While Mrs. Stanton wf'ts obliged to admit that Shore"And you would really be contented to go away from
ham offered comparatively no inducements for an ambi- mot1rnr and live among strangers, George?" she asked
tious boy, she seemed loath to consider the proposition of tearfully.
moving to a Boston suburb.
"I must do it some day. Why not now, when such a
She had been born, brought up and married in Shore- fine opportunity has presented itself," he said, putting
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one arm lovingly about her. "Remember you are not gentleman to go through when he arrived at about ten
r eally losing me. Boston is only a short distance from o'clock.
here, and you will know that I am in good hands when I
His time was chiefly taken up run:qing errands, and
am with Mr. Deering."
this at first was a difficult matter, for he was unfamiliar
Mrs. Stanton, like all fond mothers, hated to part with with the Boston streets, which in the city proper are not
her only son, even under such exceptionally favorable cir- the straightest in the world, although the big fire partially
I
cumstances; but in the end she yielded to his solicitations. remedied the "cow-path" nuisance of Old Boston.·
Her sister agreed to come and live at the Stanton .cotHe also assisted the cashier and carried the day's det~ge, and then George wrote to Mr. Deering that he had posits to the bank.
.
obtained his mother's sanction tq 'his coming to Boston.
He was likewise at the beck-and-call of the bookkeepers
And so ten days later George Stanton became office boy and higher clerks.
for Howard Deering, and took up his home with a respecGeorge, being naturally obliging and even-tempered,
table family in East Cambridge, not far from where Mr. soon _made himsel£ popular with his associates.
Deering lived himsel£.
There was one exception, however, as always seems to
be the case in a big office.
·This exception was Phil Redmond, the brother of Jim
CHAPTER VIII.
Redmond, with whom Stanton had had the run-in with on
Coffin Island.
GEORGE ST.ANTON'S EXPERIENCE .A.S OFFICE BOY.
Redmond was one of the bookkeepers, a rather goodlooking, dashing kind of fellow, up:.to-date in his manners
H oward Deering was general sales agent for' a big and attire; in fact, he was the best-dressed clerk in the
hosiery mill in a Massachusetts factory town, and his office.
salesrooms and counting-house was in the heart of BosHe received a very fair salary, out of which he could
ton's business district.
·
easily have saved money had he been of a sensible, proviHis trade had grown extensively in the last few years, dent turn of mind, for he had no. family responsibilities to
as the product he controlled became more and more in make inroads on his resources.
demand throughout the country.
But Phil never seemed to have a cent except on salary
H e had just established a branch in New York, with a day.
foll line of stock, where heretofore he bad only maintained
The trouble was Redmond was something of a fast
a small sales office with samples on exhibition.
young chap.
Mr. Deering had taken a great liking for George Stan- . He associated with a pretty rapid crowd, and had acton.
quired a number of expensive habits that obliged him to
H e saw that t4e boy had the making of a smart man in scratch bard to make ends meet.
him, and he determined to push him ahead as fast as cirAs a matter of fact, ends did not meet with him and
cumstances permitted.
were getting further and further apart every day.
Realizing that the lad would be brought in contact with
He frequented gilded pleasure resorts at night, drank
ma.ny temptations to whi ch he lrnd been a stranger in the freely, smoked good cigars, playe'd the races with varying
quiet little village of Shoreham, the merchant tried to luck, never missed a good show, and conducted himself
surround him with the best home influences.
generally as might be expected of a young man about town.
To this end he had personally interested himself in
If he possessed cash enough he would have bt en a highsecuring the boy a good home not far from his own, and roller of the first water; but not being so fortunate he had
he fu rther invited George to call at bis home at least once to content himself with putting up as good an imitation
a week to take dinner and spend the evening.
of the real article as he was able.
Thus Stanton came into contact with Flossie very of.ten,
Recently he had taken to gambling to try and better his
and they soon became very warm friends.
financial condition.
Mr. Deering had no objection to their growing intiH e had skill and nerve, but more often than not he was
macy; indeed, he rather encouraged it, for he knew that a a victim of sharper men at this business than himself. and
pure, lovable girl can exercise a powerful influence for Iconsequently he was gradually getting deeper and deeper
good over a boy thrown constantly in h er society.
into difficulties, as a good part of his weekly wages went
George found bis duties as office boy congenial enough, to square himself with his creditors.
for he had many chances to learn the business.
·
Just why Redmond took a seated dislike to George
He did not have to get down at an unusually early hour Stanton would be hard to explain; but the fact remains
to sweep out, as some office boys had to do, as there was a that he did.
porter to attend to that.
H e was continua1ly finding some fault with the bright
The first thing he did every morning was to take a office boy.
small leather bag and go to the postoffice for the early
Stanton's 'growing popularity in the office annoyed him,
mai l, which he deposited on Mr. Deering's desk for that probably because he was not exactly popular himself.
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At any rate, he lost no opportunity to make life miserable for the lad, as the saying is.
Fortunately fo George·, Redmond was not such an important factor in the establishment that he could do the
boy any great harm.
Flossie, who took her place in Mr . .Dearing's household
just as •if she had been his own daughter, developed a
habit of coming to the city on a Saturday aft~rnoon and
dropping in at the office to see George.
.At first the object of her frequent visits was not suspected by the employes of the house.
They were all very much interested in the pretty face
and charming manners of the little orphan, whose recent
bereavement, as shown by her black gowns, appealed to
their sympathies.
Her naturally vivacious nature occasionally showed itself in flashes through the somber atmosphere which her
father's death had drawn about her.
· Every one could readily see that she was bright and
e:lever, and all the clerks liked to exchange a word with
her when she appeared at the office.
Phil Redmond, as soon as he found out that she was
l\Ir. Dearing's niece, tried to make himself pa!ticularly
agreeable to her; but somehow or another Flossie did not
fancy him for a cent, and she made no secret of her feelings on the subject, much to the bookkeeper's disappointment and annoyance, for he prided himself on being irresistible with the fair sex.
The clerks soon began to notice Flossie's partiality for
Stanton's society, and then they began to twit him about
her.
Of course they did not know that he met her once, and
sometimes twice, a week at Mr. Dearing's home.
George took their fun good-naturedly, and after awhile
they got tired of roasting him.
It \vas different with Redmond.
H:e resented the boy's familiarity with Flossie, the m'ore
particularly because he could not help seeing that she liked
George better than anyone else.
He made remarks about their intimacy to his fellow
clerks in a way that showed he was jealous of the office
boy.
"Mr. Deering ought to know about it,'' he remarked
one Saturday afternoon, when Flossie was talking to
George, while he was copying some letters at the press for
the cashiei:. "He wastes a whole lot of the boss's time
with that girl every Saturday. Look at him now. He's
been· fifteen minutes monkeying over that letter-press and
chinning to her. It ought to be stopped."
"I don't know that it is any of our business, Hedmond,''
replied the bookkeeper he was addressing, who was very
:friendly toward Stanton. "It's up to Mr. Deering to find
it out for himself. He's got 'eyes."
"Oh, he's up to his eyes in' business these days. He
doesn't see all that's going on out here. How could he,
when he's in his private office most of the time?"

"That's all right, but there isn't much th.e.t escapes him,
just the same," nodded the other bookkeeper in a conclusive way.
"Well, that seems to escape him," growled Redmond.
"That kid makes me sick."
"Why do you call Stanton a kid? I think he's a pretty
healthy-looking lad."
"He's too fresh."
"It seems to me that you're down on him for some
reason."
"Well, I'm not stuck on him," replied Redmond, with a
sneer.
"What's the matter with him? As :far as I can see he's
the smartest office boy we've had since I've been here."
•
"Bosh!"
"All the fellows like him except you."
"I have the right to dislike him if I chose. I don't care
for his face."
"Why not? Now that is just what I do like about him.
He has got a wonderfully attractive face-a face that inspires confidence. I'd be .willing to trust that b<'y with
every cent I possess."
"You would, eh? Then that shows what a chump you
are. Don't you know that the records of the police department show that faces are the most deceptive things one
can go by. Those chaps, and he is one of them, who look
as if butter wouldn't molt in their mouths, are the ones
who do you up on the quiet, and then light out to Canada
to save themselves :from going to jail."
"I am sure you wrong Stanton if you entertain any such
suspicion against him."
"Maybe I do," replied Redmond, with a short, unpleasant :kind of laugh, "but just the same I wouldn't take any
c~ances with him. I am always afraid of church-goers,
and I understand he attends church and Sunday school
every Sunday."
"'l'hen you ought to fight shy of me, Redmond, for I
go to church regularly, and I never missed Sunday-school
when I was younger."
"There are exceptions to every rule," answered Phil,
with a sickly grin.
"Then you ought to give Stanton the benefit of the
doubt and not conde:rpn him before he has done something to warrant your suspicions."
'rhe appearance of Mr. Deering in the counting-room
at that moment caused a cessation in the conversation between the two bookkeepers.
They both noticed that though he looked directly at
Stanton and Flossie, whose heads were close together at
the moment, he passed them by without a word.
CHAPTER IX.
DETECTING A CRIME.

Time wore on and George Stanton was promoted from
office boy to an under clerkship.
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He hacl given thorough satisfaction ever since he had
"Because I uant you to take me out to lunch."
been in the office, ancl ;Mr, Deering was well pleased with
"What, right away?"
his progress ancl the proficiency he displayed.
"Yes, right away."
Weather permitting, the boy never failed to pay 11is
"You didn't come all the way from East Cambridge
mother a weekly visit, and once in a while Mr. Deering just to ask me to take you to lunch, did you?" he grinned.
permitted , Flossie to accompany him, as she evinced a
"Of course not, you foolish boy! I 've been up in the
growing attachment for Mrs. Stanton, who treated her retail district shopping. I thought I'd sooner lunch with
like a daughter.
you than go alone into a re~taurant, so I just came after
Stai1ton had been a year in Mr. Deering's employ when you-there!"
he was transferred from the main room to 'the cashier's
''You have certainly done me a very great honor, .Flosdepartment.
sie," said George, smilingly; "but I'm not sure I can get
Re was given a desk back of the cashier in tho brass- off right away. Mr, Richards, the cashier, usually goes
wired enclosure whic11 heretofore had beon sole1y occupied to lunch before me, and he hasn't started yet."
by that important employe.
"Thon I'm going to ask him to let you go first to-day.
Part of George's new duties was to go o\1t and inter- I'm sure he'll oblige me."
view people who wero behind in their paymneh a11d to
"That would hardly be fair to take advantage of his
make collections.
good nature."
In this lino he soon proved remarkably succ:essful,
"But I want y~u to go now," she persiste11, with a little
bringing in more money than his predecesso1•, who had wilful pout, for she was now accustomed to have pretty
occupi ed a desk on the outside of the enclos ure.
much of her own way with her uncle Howard, who had
Stanton cont~ued on friendly terms with Qll the clerks grown very fond indeed oi his dead brother's child.
except Phil R~dmond.
.
!'Here's .Mr. Richards now. I'll speak to him."
He and Phil never spoke except when bl1srness comStantbn stated the case and the cashier told him he
pelled them to, and then their intercourse was of the \could go to lunch then.
btiefcst kind.
There happened to be no one in the counting-room at
Geor 00-e was now eighteen and Flossie had deve1ope d
;
that
moment but Phil Redmond.
into a lovely miss of .fifteen.
He
looked unusually tired and haggard, as if he bad
The two were almo.t inseparable-th at is, they were ·
.
!
been
up
all mght.
never tired of being in each other's society.
'l'he girl continued to viRit at i he office, but not as often
There was a restless, lnmtecl look in his eyes, too, that
as before.
seemed to indicate that hio: mind was ill at ease.
For t hr past week hi~ fnce had worn a gloomy expresOne day Flossie nppearc<l at tho counting-roo111 unexsion, fmd he hacl bren tactitum ancl morose in his ways.
pectedly about hal.f-past twelve.
As lw had had Rnch i<pells before, no one took any notice
She had been shopp ing on 'I'rcmont r;trcei;, arn1 the idea
ot
his conduct.
ha<l occurred to her that she would run tlown to th e office
and get George to take lier to lunch.
He went about JiiR work in a nrnchanical manner that
Stanton was in hi~ ckn) as he eallocl tho c;1:-ihie1",.; rnclo- showcd an. abse~ce o~ interest. in his duties, but ·as he got
sure, and Ji'lo~sie came to tl10 little wilHlow and peeped 1through with his c1111ly task m good shape no fault wa11
throu~h at him.
found with l1im.
"I see you," sl1e exclaimed, with a merry lnugb.
Flossie w011t into her uncle's private office to wait for
"Goodness! Is that you, F loRRic?" :;Qid Oeorge. "I George.
didn't expect to see you to-clay."
She left the door, whicl1 commanded a view of the
"Didn't you?" she replied, roguishly. "Well, T thought i c-n. hier's enclosure, open.
I'd give you a surpri e."
I Stanton went to the lavatory to tidy hirn~elf l:p, for now
''You've clone it for a foci," ]1e answered, putting hi s Ii hat Flossie was going to eat with him, he expected to
hand through the window and shaking her Jittlc gloved patronize a more tony restaurant than the little one he
one. "I'm awfully glat1 to sec you."
was accustomecl to go te.
"Are you really?"
'rhe cashi er remained i11 tho enclosure engrossed with
"Don't you know I am?"
his duties.
"Well," she said, cocking her ]wad clo1m1rely on one
At thi:> jmwture the telephone bell rOJlg.
side, "I'm not telling everything J know."
The office boy, who waR eating his frugal lunch in the
"That's a very wi se resolution," he l!rughecl.
neighborhood of the booth) avswered the rii1g.
"Are you very bu.·y ?" she askec1.
Arter hearing what the voice at the other end of the
"I am always busy during office 11mirs, Flossie."
wire wanted, he 'told the person to ]1o1d the wire, and
"I mean are you very busy at this moment?" she per- Rtarted for the cashier's pen .
.F-isted .
- "Mr. Tii charcl t>," snid the boy, f'there's a man on the
"Why do you ask that question?"
'pl1one wJ10 wants to sec ,1bout an important order which
0

,
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he says has not been delivered according to promise. Mr.
Deering is not in, so I guess you'd better talk to him."
"I guess I had," replied the cashier, coming out of the
enclosure and slamming the wire gate to after him.
The gate to the enclosure was provided with a spring
catch, which always .h~ld it secure, so that the cashier was
obliged to use a key to l~t himself in.
'fhis was necessary precaution during business hours,
a:; Mr. Richards frequently left his. den for one reason or
another, leaving his safe open and his money drawer in
the desk unlocked.
Of course th~re was not much danger that any one but
Stanton, whose desk was within the en.closure, and who
also carried a key to the lock, would attempt to enter the
cashier's domain.
None of the other clerks bad any right there.
Besides, any one in the counting-room could have seen
an intruder had he made an attempt to go in there.
Still, as we have remarked, it was considered a necessary precaution to have the spring catch on the door.
On this occasion Phil Redmond was looking directly at
the cashier's enclosure in a dreamy kind of way when Mr.
Richards slammed the door to, as we have seen.
For some reason or another the catch on this occasion
did not grip as usual, and the door swung open an inch
and remained so.
Mr. Richards, being in a hurry to reach the ' phone, did
not notice what happened, but Redmond did, and a peculiar alert expression sprang into his eyes.
He glanced about the empty counting-room and listened
for a moment intently.
The coast was _clear apparently.
The fact of the matter was, Phil Redmond needed a
certain sum of money badly.
He needed it to prevent the exposure of certain things
he was connected with, which exposure might ruin him by
leading to his discharge from his situation, in spite of the
lt1lgth of time he had been with Mr. Deering.
He had been taxing his brains for the past week in a
fruitless effort to devise means to secure the money in
question.
He had about reached the despairing stage, and was
wondering how he would come out of his difficulties, when
the failure of the spring in the cashier's door to cafoh
most unexpectedly pointed out a way for him to secm:e the
money he wan~ed.
It was a desperate expedient, it is true, but Redmond
was fceiing desperate enough j-qst then to attempt most
anything.
It was a rare <Jiance that would probably never happen
again, and on the spur of the moment, urged on by his
llire necessity, he determined to take advantage of it.
At that moment there was apparently no one about to
see him, and by a little agility he felt he could reach the
cashier's money drawer and get away with :whatever
money was in it at the tinrn, which he be~ieved would
amount to more than enough to help him out of his scrape.

Casting another sharp look around the counting-room
and feeling reassured, he darted over to the enclosure,
pulled open the gate, reached out to the cash drawer,
opened it arid grabbed a big pile of bills he saw .there.
He thrust them into his pocket as he retreated and
clo~ed the gate softly.
This time the latch caught all right, and Redmond re- .
tumed to his desk in guilty triump'h.
Redmond thought he bad abstracted the money from
the cashier's drawer unperceived, but such had not been
the case.
George Stanton's eye had been on him from the moment he entered the enclosure till he withdrew with the
money in his fist.
The way it happened was this:
George, after .washing up and brushing his hair n.e&tly,
had entered Mr. Deering's private room by a side door to
notify Flossie that he was ready to go out.
Flossie had left the door facing the cashier's deri partly
open.
Stanton happening to take up his position. at the proper
angle to command a view of the enclosure, and accidentally casting his eyes in that direction. at the critical moment, had seen Redmond's guilty act, and for a moment
was too amazed to move.
He could scarcely believe the evidence of his eyes, so
utterly unprepared was he for ·this discovery of Redmond's crookedness.
But be recovered his self-possession. in a moment.
\
"Excuse me a moment, Flossie, I want to see the cashier," he said, and hurried toward the telephone booth.
Mr. Richards was too busily engaged al t hat moment to
bt.· disturbed, and Stanton waited for him to come out to
impart to him the astounding revelation.
While he was waiting Phil Redmond got his hat and
started to leave the office.
George detected his purpose in a moment.
"He mustn't leave the office with that money on him to
dispose of or I shall never be able to prove that he took
it," he breathed, as Redmond passed outside of the counting-room enclosure.
The resolute boy therefore hurriedly followed the thieving bookkeeper.
As Redmond turned the outside corne:r: of the countingroom partition, Stanton glided up behind him and laid
his hand on his shoulder.
The bookkeeper turned as if stung by some .venomous
insect, and his guilty conscience showed in his face.
"What do you want, Stanton?" he asked in shaky tones,
as soon as he recogniZed the boy.
"I want that money you took from the cash drawer a
moment ago," he replied, sternly.
"What do you mean?" quavered Redmond, his face
turning a shade paler.
"I mean just what I said. You stole into the cashier's
enclosure ju~t now and helped yourself to all the money
you could grab."
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"If you will search Mr. Redmond you will find a bundle
of money on his person which he took from your cash
drawer."
"Impossible!" ejaculated Mr. Richards. "How could
he reach the cash drawer? I was only away from the
enclosure a moment, and the gate was locked."
''Nevertheless I saw him pull open the gate, steal into
the place and grab a bunch of money. He cannot deny it."
"Is this true, Redmond?" demanded Mr. Deering,
sternly.
The bookkeeper was silent, but his face admitted his
guilt.
"Look into your drawer, Mr. Richards, and see if the
money is missing," said the lrnad of the house, quietly.
"There is no occasion to do that," sullenly spoke · up
Redmond, putting his hand into his pocket. "I admit my
guilt. There is your money," ~d he held the roll of bills
CHAPTER X.
out to the cashier, who mechanically accepted it. "~ suppose I shall have to go to jail for this, so the sooner it is
SWEETHEARTS.
over with the better."
The struggle outside the counting-room immediately
"Why did you take that money, Redmond?" asked Mr.
attracted notice, and both the cashier, who was leaving
Deering, more in sorrow than in anger.
i he booth at the moment, and Flossie ran out to see what
"Because I needed the money."
w;i.s the matter.
"Are you so badly off you must steal?"
A policeman who was standing in the corridor outside
"I am," replied the culprit, gloomily.
also ran in to investigate the disturbance.
.
"Walk into my office Redmond. I'd like an explanaRedmond had fastened his hands on Stanton's throat t·
f thi
tt ,, '
. t o ch oke h"im rn
. t o re l easrng
. h.is h old upon, wn
s ma er. .
an d was t ryrng
" o
.
his person.
I have none to give you. I have rumed myself, and
Trle combatants swayed about, each desperately bent th~,t a.ll there is a~out it."
on accomplishing a certain purpose.
I d ~ike to talk with you ~t any rate. I_ am very sorry
As soo:Q. as Flossie recognized that George was one of t~at this has occurred. . I ~id not expe~t it of you after
them, and that he was seemingly getting the worst of the }our many years of service m my. office.
encounter she screamed and rushed to his assistance.
Redmond uttered a reckless httle laugh, glared savThe officer, however, stepped in ahead of her, and ag~ly at Stanton, and then followed his employer into his
grasping Redmond's two hands .tore them away from the pmrate room.
boy's neck.
"I suppose I had better remain, hadn't I?" suggested
, "Don't let him get away/' gasped Stanton, as he sank the policeman.
back exhausted and panting for air.
"I think you had," replied Mr. Richards. "I should be
" Oh, George! Dear, dear, George!" cried Flossie, glad to hear your account of this unfortunate affair, Stanthrowing her arms impulsively about his neck and burst- ton," he added, turning to the boy.
ing into tears. "What has he been doing to you?"
George made his statement, which of course was very
Stanton offered no objection to her embrace, but he brief.
made no reply, for he could scarcely speak.
"I can't understand how Redmond opened that gate,"
At that exciting moment Mr. Deering enterea.the office. said the cashier in a perplexed tone, "unless he has been
H e was astonished at what he saw, and of course wanted contemplating his crime for some time and had a key
an explanation.
made to :fit the loo~."
Redmond, 'after making an ineffect~al struggle to get
"Are you sure that you shut the gate when you went to
away from the policeman, gave up the fight and stood sul- the 'phone, sir?"
lenly awaiting his fate.
"I am positive that I did. I remember hearing it ~iilam
"What's the meaning 0£ this, Redmond?" asked the behiri.d me."
cashier, clearly surprised at the situation, while Mr. Deer"Then he must have had a key," said the boy.
ing also showed his astonishment in his eyes.
"I'll show you how I slammed the gate,'' saia the cashier
The bookkeeper made ri.o reply, since he had none that when he and George returned to the counting-room.
-\\'ould. stand muster.
He opened the gate with his key and tlaen shut it to as
Then it was that Stanton, releasing Flossie's arms from he had done when he was called to the booth.
his neck, made his charge.
Then to his surprise the mystery was unraveled, for the

"You're a liar!" snarled Redmond, taking a step toward the office door.
" I'm not a liar, for I had my eye on you all the time."
" How could you, when there was not a soul in the
counting-room?"
" You forget the door of Mr. Deering's private room.
'l'hat was partially open and I was in there with Miss
Flossie."
"Curse you! Take that!"
Redmond, white with fury, struck the boy a heavy blow
in the face, knocking him down, and attempted a dash for
the door.
Stanton, however, recovered himself in time to grasp
the rascal around the waist and a desperate struggle
ensued.

!s
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gate failed to catch and remained open one inch on the
rebound.
"That accounts for it. We must get a locksmith at
once, for the lock is evidently out of order."
Mr. Deering called the officer inside, told him he had
decided not to press a complaint against his recreant bookkeeper, and dismissed him with a $5 bill.
Phil Redmond never returned to his desk.
He was quietly dismissed from his position, and another
clerk was promoted to fill his place.
Mr. Deering told Stanton and h'is cashier to say nothing about the affair, but .to leave the ofoer clerks to believe that Redmond had resigned of his own accord.
The matter having been thus permanently disposed of,
Stanton took Flossie out to their belated lunch, and he
did not fail to tell the blushing girl how much he thought
()f her for making that effort of coming to his aid.
Stanton was rather glad than otherwise that Phil Redmond was out of the office, because he had long since given
llp the idea of ever getting upon a friendly. foo.ting with
the bookkeeper.
Flossie was also pleased to think l1e was gone, because
she did not like his face.
None of the office force regretted his departure, beeause nobody liked him much.
So, on the whole, he was not missed even a little bit.
Flossie's unpremeditated demonstration that day in the
office had duly impressed Stanton with the cheerful idea
that the girl really thought a good deal more of him than
appeared even on the surface.
He hoped this was true, as he lrnd come to think a good
deal of Flossie himself, and young as lie was he had built
air castles concerning the future in which the charming
little miss :figmed conspicuously.
·Thinis went along in the. office very nicely now as far
as Stanton was concerned.
He seemed to be growing smarter ancl brighter every
day, and Mr. Deering was corresponclingly well pleased.
Thus another year passed away and George, now eighteen, was trying to coax the down on his upper lip into
sometliing that faintly resembled a mustache.
Flossie had also advanced another year on the road of
life, and was now sweet sixteen.
Stanton continued to call on Flossie at least once a
week with unfailing regularity.
On one ol these occasions he learned to his dismay that
bf; was about to lose her for a time.
Flossie imparted the intelligence, with tears in her
eyes, that Uncle Howard had arranged to send her to complete her education at a well-known boarding school for
young ladies, situated fifty or sixty miles from Boston.
"Isn't it too mean for anything that I shan't be able to
see you at the office any more after next week," she said,
with a little lump in her throat.
"But that isn't the worst of it. You won't see me
Thursday nights any more after next week," said George
11oberly, feeling as if life would soon not be worth livini.

"Will you miss me?" she askecl, her pretty eyes ji].ling
up.
.
"Will I? You can just bet I shall. You are the one
friend I think the world of, anq when you leave Boston I
8han't care much whether school keeps or not, '~
"Do you think so much of me as all that ?" she asked,
wistfully.
·
"I think more than that of you," said Stanton, stoutly.
"I like you next to my mother. I like you just as much as
if you was my real sister. Don't you wish you was my
sister?"
·Flossie was going to utter yes when it suddenly occurred to her that another girl in that case would be sure
to take him away from her some time, and sh e didl\'t feel
as i:f she wanted to give him up at all.
.
"You must write to me once a week, Flossie," he said,
after they had talked the matter over a little while, "and
I'll write twi ce a week to you."
"I'll write twice a week, too," said the girl eagerly,
smiling tm:ough her tears.
"Maybe you won't have time to do that, so I 'll only ask
you to promise me one letter a week, but that one I'll
expect."
"I promise," she replied; "but you'll write me two,
won't you?"
"Sure I will."
"As I'm going away a week from next Monday, you
come and see me Sunday1 and Tuesday, and Thureday and
Sunday again. iVill you?"
"Of course I will."
Before Stanton went i:iway thnt evening he said that
on the whole he was glad she wasn't his sister, That he'd
much prefer to have her for his sweetheut. \V ould she
be his sweetheart?
Flossie blushed, smiled and said she would.
Then Geoi·ge kissed her, said she was the !\nest little
girl in the worl<l, and that they_would be sweethear~s as
long as they lived.

CHAP'l'ER XI.
THE FIRST ROU:N"D OF THE LADDER OF FAME.

George Stanton felt .like a fish oi1t of water after Flossie had departed for the boarding school.
Mr. Deering soon observed the change in the boy, ancl
he decided to carry out a plan he hacl hacl in view for some
weeks.
His New York office had been growing more extensi ve
in its operations, and the manager hacl requested ad<litional help.
What he particwarly wanted was n clerk familiar with
the financial end of the bt1siness, so the mel'chant cpllccl
Stanton into his office one day and asked him how he
would like to go to New York !\S cashier o.r the branch
office.
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'rhis was an unexpected and important advancement for other clubs, generally purely political in character, some of
the boy, and he was taken quite h.v surprise.
which he accepted.
"I should like to go very much, sir, if you think I am
At a grand ratification meeting, held at the rooms of
competent to fill the position satisfactorily," replied the district headquarters, he listened to the first political
George.
speeches he had ever heard in his life.
This style of oratory rather fascinated him, and he was
"I haven't any doubt about that whatever," saiJ }fr.
Deering. "Well, we will look upon the matter as settled. easily induced to accompany a party of friends who had
You had better write to your •mother about if at once. volunteered to visit different sections of the district in an
When you go down to Shoreham on Saturday you can re- express wagon, rigged up with painted cloth signs, and a
main a week and then I shall send you right on to you_ c;:; ple of gasoline torches, and "speil" for the club's
new duties."
Aldermanic candidate.
Mrs. Stanton did not like the idea at all of having her
Stanton wasn't expected to make any remarks himself,
son go so far away as New York, but as the die was cast, as he had not been coached in the campaign issues, but he
and the change too important for the boy to miss, she bad charge of the literature, and was relied upon to sec
yielded to the inevitable.
that none · of the naughty streets boys who favored the
Two weeks later George Stanton reached the metropolis opposition tore off or disfigured the candidate's lithoof America and gazed upon the skyscrapers and other won- graph.
ders of the biiJ city for the first time.
He listened very intently to the speeches made by his
He went t;o board with a very nice family in Harlem, friends and other more important orators that were occanear One Hundred and Twenty-fifth street, and it was sionally introduced, and soon was letter-perfect in all the
not very long before he began to .feel quite aii much at important points advanced by the party whom the alderhome in his new surroundings as he had in East Cam- manic nominee represented.
bridge.
A few days before election there happened to be &
He fiOOn ~ot a~qua~nted. with some very congenial young dearth of speakers on the express wagon, and Stanton volmen whQ hved iµ his ~eighborhood, most of whom were unteered to help fill the awkward void.
memberfi of a select social club that had roo~ns on Seventh ! He was permitted to do so, and his first political speecli
avenue.
)surprised not only himself but the two club friends who
He was proposed as a member and duly elected.
'were on t110 cart with him.
The. .Manhattan
b' . fSocial and Literary Club soon developed l "You,re a11 t o the goo d, Stan ton, " was th e ver diet of
a .po1.it1cal ias m avor .of· a gentleman
·
. well
. J.mown in the h"is compamons,
wh en he sa t· down an d th e wagon started
distnct who ·was a candidate for nommat10n for the Board f
th
or ano er corner t o h old f or th t o a · new au d.1ence.
of Ald ermen.
"You've got the issues of the campaign down fine. Who
'l'he club gave an entertainment once a month, every coached you?"
·
other one of which,. being a "stag" affair, went U.nder the
"Nobody,"
replied
the boy. "I've kept my ears open
name of a "smoker."
and took in all I heard you fellows and the other speakers
It was at one of these "smokei·s" that the name of the
talk about."
gentleman who had the office "bee in his bonnet" was
"Upon my word," remarked one of tlie two, admiringly,
brought forward, eulogized and a resolution introduced
"you didn't miss anything of any consequence. If our
and carried that the club support him in the event of his
aldermanic candidate lrnd heard you put it all over his
receiv~g the nomination.
opponent
he would have been tickled to death. iYou've
This was Stanton's first insight into politics, and
got
a
fine
voice
all right, old fellow. It's a pity we didn't
thenceforward he became very much interested in the outhave
you
on
the
stump from the start-off."
come of the matter.
They
put
him
forward at all the other stopping places,
Finally the gentleman in question received the nominaso
that
he
made
six
speeches that night.
tion, whereupon tbe club members got busy to help secure
After
that
Stanton
spoke the remaining nights of the
his electiop. at the polls.
campaign,
and
was highly complimented by various proStanton was of very little use m that direction, as he
was a comparative stranger in the district, and such people fessional speakers who heard him.
On election day he was appointed as one of the "watchas he knew were friends of the candidate.
But there were other ways he could help along the good ers" at the polls, and it was noticed that he proved to be
cause, and as be proved both a willing and enthusiastic one of the most earnest and consistent workers fot the
organization that supported the club's aldermanic candiworker, he made himself well liked in the club.
He was i:titroduced to the candidate, with whom he had date.
the honor of shaking hands, and from whom he received
He carried the results of the election district at which
words of thanks and encouragement.
he had served to the club rooms where the candidate reHe received invitations to attend "smokers" given by ceived the "returns."
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It seemed a pleasure for him to report that in that district the candidate had a clear majority of the votes cast.
.Fi~ally about midnight, ,when it became clear that'
their man had been el ected, a procession was formed,
headed by a band of music, which had been engaged as
soon as it. became evident that things were coming their
way, and that the alderman-elect at the head of the line,
and the club members and ' other enthusiastic partisans
walking behind, Stanton and his associates paraded the
principal streets of the district arid made Rome howl for
a couple of hours, at the end of which the successful gentleman "set 'em up" for everybody.
The electfon was now a thing of the past and politics
was releg:ited to the background once more in the club,
but Stanton did not forget his small elocutionary triumphs, and resolved to be there with both feet the next
time his services should be 'called upon.
In fact, politics had in that brief time acquired such a
fascination for him that he joined the regular district
organization, at the suggestion of the captain of bis election district.
During the winter the organization, to keep the interest
of the voters alive, gave monthly "smokers" at which
entertainment was provid'ed by professional vaudeiville
talent, interspersed by thrce-ronnd bouts by clever amatem boxers, so~e of whom aspired to pugili stic honors.
George never failed to attend these affairs, and at the
last one he was induced to get up on the platform and
make a speech on the political situation generally.
This was his first notable effort in that line, and he
acquitted himself with such general satisfaction that he
was recalled to say a few words more.
Many of the prominent politicians of the district were
present on the platform pn this occasion, and they were so
favorably impressed with his oratorical powers that they
made a note of the fact with the view o:I' using this budding Demosthenes when the occasion presented itself.
The leader of the district had Stanton introduced to
him, and he in turn made the boy known to the other big
lights, 11..nd it was generally admitted by the knowing ones
that the lad was a comer.
Before spring came around every voter in the district
had either seen or heard about young Stanton, and he hai
actually become quite popular, although he was unaware
of the fact.
When he entered the -organization clubroom of a night
at least half of those present nodded to him in a familiar
way, while the leader and his aides always had a pleasant
word to exchange with him.
His attractive personality had of course a great deal to
do with this popularity.
· He had such a sbciable way about him and seemed such
a good listener when any one was airing his private sentiments that no one could fail to like him.
During all this time Stanton gave great satisfaction to
the manager of Mr. Deering's New York office.

He attended strictly to business during office hours,
never mad~ mistakes, and was considered the star clerk of
the branch.
·
He maintained a regular correspondence with Flossie,
who often bewailed the fact that he was so far away from
her.
They met, however, during the Christmas holidays,
George and his mother being guests at th~ Deering home
for a week, and a very happy time the two young people
had together, renewing their vows of eternal constancy.

CHAPTER XII.
STANTON BECOMES CAPT.A.IN OF HIS DISTRICT.

In the latter part of the mo:e.th of May Stanton receive'd
a letter from the leader of the assembly district asking
him to call at his house.
Wondering what 'the big politician wanted with him,
George made the visit.
"I should like to have you accept the captaincy of your
election di~trict, Stanton," said fue leader. · "I find that
you are a smart young fellow, well up in local politics, and
by long odds the most popular person in your immediate
neighborhood. What do you ~ay ?"
"Wb;lt's the matter with Murray, the present captain?"
asked George.
"He has just handed in his resignation. He is going
cut West."
·
"I hardly think I am equal to the responsibilities of the
position. Besides my business. -"
'
"This won't interfere with your regular business in the
least. I can guarantee that. We want men for captains
who are well liked, and who show some energy in handling
their districts. You have been recommended to me by
several of the members of the Manh.a ttan Social Club,
with which you are connected. But I may also say that I
have had my eye on you for some tim e as a promising
young man of my district who deserves to be encouraged.
I wish you to understand that our organization appreciates and rewards such services as you have already. rendered us."
"But, sir, I have had no experience as a captain."
"That's all right. Murray will take you in hand and
put you next to all that you require• to know. Then it
will be up to you to make a good showing. You will receive all the help from me that I can render. You will,
of course, be handicapped by the fact that your district
shows a majority in favor of the opposition. This majority was at one time much greater than it is now. Murray su'cceeded in cutting it down somewhat, and I have no
doubt but that you will do even better. At any rate I
have decided you are the man for the place, and I want
you to accept it."
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"Will you give me a little time to consiuer my answer?"
"Certainly, if you insist, but I shall be much disappointed if you turn the offer down."
"I will let you know inside of a week."
"Very weli. I shall be at the General Committee rooms
next Wednesday at eight o'clock. Let me have your reply
then."
"Very well, Mr. Partridge."
The first thing George did was to call on Murray, the
present captain, and have a talk with him.
He wanted to find out just what would be expected of
him, then he would be able to figure as to whether he
thought he would b~ able to fill the bill or not.
"Oh, you won't have any trouble at all, Stanton. I'd
take it if I was you. It will give you a standing with the
organization and help you to a job if you ever want one.
The leader himself has got to treat his captains well if he
expects to keep at the head of the district. Partridge is
liable to have a contest at the next primary in September,
and it isn't impossible but he may be turned down. It all
depends who goes up against him."
"Well, let me know what I have to do as captain."
"Sure," replied Murray, who then proceeded to outline
1
the more important things an election district captain has
to look after.
"Partridge will take you around to the Harlem Police
Court and introduce you to Magistrate Dunne. It's handy
tn know him sometimes when one of your voters gets into
a little difficulty that lands him at the station and he is
afterwards ):irought before the court. For instance, the
other day Janitor McNulty, of the Bensinghurst Apartment House, in my district, laid a man out with a club,
and the fellow had him arrested and swore he'd put him
throug~. But he didn't. McNulty sent for me to come
to the police station. I found him in a cell and had a talk
with him. On his own showing the case look~d a little
difficult of adjustment; but I wasn't discouraged. I had
a talk with the sergeant at the desk, and he assured me
McNulty was sure to go up the river. That didn't seem
encouraging, did it?"
"No," admitted Stanton.
"Well, after I had got hold of all the facts, I called
upon the chap whose bead had been opened up and found
him in a very bad humor indeed. I talked to him awhile
and finally convinced him that it would be to his interest
not to press the complaint. I assured him that McNulty
had a good pull and would get off with a fine. Instead of
having the city collect the fine, which I thought would be
about $10, I suggested that he accept that amount and an
apology from McNulty and call it off. He agreed, and so
next morning when the janitor was brought up in court
be was discharged at my request because the man was not
in court to maintain the charge."
George grinned at this little story, and thought Murray
was quite a diplomat in his way.

)1

"As captain you will have a little patronage to dispose
of in the way of appointing two election inspectors; a poll

clerk and a ballot clerk. These little jobs are much sought
alter by persons who wish to evade duty, and cannot conscientiously swear that neither they nor their wives are
not worth more than $250, either in personal property or
real estate. Then on election day you will employ six or
eight helpers to stir up lazy voters, and attend to such
other work as you will .find necessary for them to do. On
the night before election the leader will furnish you with
funds necessary to cover these expenses. Some captains
hold out a part of this as a personal perquisite; but I never
do, as I always find uses for the whole of the money. The
captains are not asked for an accounting, for it is presumed the money is spent as intended."
Murray told Stanton a lot more on the subject, and the
boy went home with his head full of details and pointers,
all based on the present captain's .personal experienc( in
the district.
Stanton on the following evening consulted with many
of his club members, and they all advised him to take the
captaincy if he had a real leaning toward politics.
So on the following Wednes1day night he went around to
the General Committee rooms at eight o'clock.
Leader Partridge had not yet arrived, but the secretary
of the organization had a confidential talk with him and
seemed to be much pleased that he had 'decided ro accept
the captaincy on trial.
Partridge didn't show up till nearly nine.
There was a mob of small politicai heelers and oth ers
waiting to buttonhole him, and it was some time before
George got a chance to speak with him.
At length ·Partridge called him over and asked him
what decision he had arrived at.
"I'll accept your offer conditionally, sir." ·
"All right. What are the conditions?"
"That if I find I can't handle the district as well as I
think I ought to. you will accept my immeqiate resignation."
"I don't think you'll have any trouble making good.
Have you seen Murray?"
"Yes, sir."
"He put you up to the inns and outs of the job:, didn't
he?"
"He did."
"He didn't say anything to discourage you?"
"No, sir."
"Come into the office."
Stanton followed the -leader into his sanctum, wliere
the secretary had his desk, and our hero was duly enrolled
as captain ot the - - - election district of the - - ass~mbly dist~ict, the appointment to take effect in a few
days.
Thus George Stanton took his first step up the political
ladder, which eventually was to prove a ladder of fame to
him.
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It was once the most fashionable watering-place in New
England, but after the destruction of the big hotel on the
point the tide of pleasure-seekers went elsewhere, largely
ON NAHANT POINT.
to Swamscott.
On the first of August Stanton was twenty and he reThe Deerings liked Sandwich Beach because it had all
ceived a three weeks' vacation.
the advantages and none of the disadvantages of a summer·
He went directly to Sl10reham and spent the .first week resort
·
with his mother.
The long beach was hard and smooth, shelving gently
The other two weeks Flossie expected °him to spend in
with a splendid sm:f.
and
her society at the Deering cottage at Sandwich Beach,
picturesque cottages and villas gave it a gay apThe
Nahant, on Massachusetts Bay.
'l b h George ]1ad had little to do with bo~t;; for pearance.
h t oug
It was Lhree o'clock when the Gull pulled in at a wharf,
three years, he had not forgotten his old-time skill in
and George ll1!\de her secure.
handling a sailboat.
It was but a short walk from there to the Deering cotThe Gull had been leased to a fisllerman during its
young owner's absence, but ·the boy easily obtained pos- tage, and the two visitors were received by their friends
~rssion of her £or a fortnight's mm, as he intended to sail with open arms.
George and Flossie took a short· walk together, and
ore1· to Sandwich Bei:ich in her, and use the craft for little
excursions with Flossie as the chief, if not sole, attraction. finally joined tl\e afternoon batlwrs .
After disporting a sho:rt time in the Yery light sur£ t~ey
•\s DI rs. Stanton had also been invited to spend the balauce . of the· season at the Deering summer cottage, she dressed and reached the cottage in time to dress for
dinner.
prepared to a_ccompany her son on the Gull.
After the meal eve1·y oµe sat oi1t on ihe veranda until
"Well, ~other, arc you all ready?" asked George at
nine o'clock on :Monday morning, as he came downstairs it began to grow dark, when George and Flossie once more
wandered off together.
wHh his suitcase in his hand.
This time their stroll led them towards the rocky blt\ff,
"Y cs, my son," she replied. "You may cany that
rears its head 150 feet above the level of the bay.
which
l'eturn
you
time
the
by
and
s111all tn:wk clown to the boat,
you know, George, it seems ages and ages ago that
"Do
I will have my bag ready."
J.Mteen minute,; later the Gull left her whar1' and head- I first saw you on Coffin Island," the girl said, as she
clung to the boy's arm.
ed for the point.
"Why, it's only three years."
An hour <1nc1 a half later s11e was off Coffin Island, with
"They are three very long years."
its gray lighthouse shining in the morning sunshine.
"They haven't seemed so long to me. I was remarking
It was nearly noon when they passed to the south of
to mother, while we were eating our lunch within plain
Deer Island and entered the big bay.
of this beach, that it appeared almost like yesterday
sight
Gull
the
taken
had
it
that
light
so
been
bad
The wind
I was last sailing in these waters aboard the Gull.
when
miles.
mor,I'! than two hours to sail about seven
"At this rate it will take us half the afternoon to reach 'I'.hen I was merely an every-clay boatman with no prosthe beach," said George impatiently. "I guess we'd better peets. Now I hope I am on the high road to fame and
pipe to lunch, mother. What have you got in the pro- fortune."
"Why, are you really looking forward to becoming faYision basket?"
some clay?" she f!Sked, with a smile.
mous
with
" Some sandwiches, a sma1l 1Jie and a piece of cake,
not? l think it's a great thing to make a name
"Why
a bottle of milk."
"All right. Spread 'em out on the half-deck. I'll tie for yourself as \vell as mere wealth. I should like to be
the tiller so as to keep her head to the wind and then we'll something above the average. Por instance, if I could beluneh. This is like old times. To say the truth, although come President of these United States, it would suit me
I haYcu 't been out herein three years, and that's a good very well indeed."
"Why, the idea!" and the girl gave lltterance to a riplong time, it seems as if it was only yesterday that I put
laugh. "Do you really aspire as high as that?"
in~
pl
was
I
because
blow,
heavy
a
escape
to
Swarnscott
at
i1!
I believe in aiming high; then maybe you may
"Well,
overany
lose
to
want
didn't
and
fish
with
down
l(•a<led
hit something worth while. For instance, if I found it
board."
About one o'clock the breeze freshened, much to the {m,1ttainable to get myeelf elected President I shouldn't
boy's satisfaction, and the Gull made a dash for Sand- turn up my nose at a Governorship. If that was out of
my reach I wouldn't refuse to become a Senator if the
wich Beach, which was in plain view.
. Nahant is a bold promontory counected with the main- po:;ition was offe~ed to me."
"Ancl if you couldn't get that?" she asked roguishly.
land by narrow ridges of sand and stone thrown up by the
"I'd take anything I could get to begin with, of course;
ocean.

CHAPTER XIII.
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Li1t in the end the office of an United States Senator
woukl be what I should covet."
"'l'hen you'd have to live in Washington.'~
"For a part of the time, yes. I suppose that would suit
you, wouldn't it?"
~
"Me! Why, what would I - - "
"You'd have to live where your husband did."
"My husband!" she exclaimed in some confusion.
"That's what I said. I thought it was 'understood between us that you were going to marry me some clay.
Have you changed your mind?"
Flossie blushed and looked down on the sand.
"Are you sure that you really want me to?" she asked
softly.
. "Say, Floss, how many times do you want me to answer
that question? Nearly a year ago, a few nights before you
f:'tarted for your boarding school, I told you that you were
the only girl in the wide world that I cared for. I meant
it, just as I mean it now, and as I sha 11 mean it a year or
a dozen years for that matter, from now. Of course if
yon want to back out you"ve a right to clo it. If yol1've
seen some fellow you like better than me--"
"But I haven't, George," Flossie protested, with burning cheeks.
•
"Well, I'm glad to hear it, for ·I shouldn't care a rap
whether I llYecl or not if you wc11t ·back on me."
"I'll never--"
She broke ofl'. with a suppressed scream as two men suddenly jumpecl out into the path before them from behind
the shelter of the rocks at thC' extreme encl of lhe poipt
whicl1 they bad unconsciously reached.
'l'he actions of the two men were decidedly menacing.
'l'hat, coupled with the fact that this spot was the most
lonesome at that hom in all Nahaut, maclc the encounter
particularly unpleasant.
"What do you want?" clcman.<lC'<l Fi Lanton, drawing
back aud pulling FloRsie behind him.
"Whatever you've got abont you,'' replied the foremost
stranger, roughly.
The voice sounded stTangel.Y fmniliar to hiR ears, and
J1C' peered through tlw gloom at the speake1·.
"Ts this a hold-up?" ho askrcl, coolly.
"Yon can call ii what you please. Hund over your
mon ey and other YalnahleR, or wr'll make things mighty
nnpleasant fo1· you and i·he lady."
"I think we've met hc·fore, and that your name is Jim
R edmond,'' 1 saicl Stanton, not at all dismayed by the
threatening aspect of t he sil uation. 1
The man uttC're<l a curse.
""rho are yon?" he snarled, laking a stop forward and
seizing the boy by the arm.
Stanton Rhook his arm off.
" It makos no diffcreneP who T nm, bnt il will make a
whole lot of difference to you and :yonr nsRociate if you
tlou' t sheer off ancl leave UR alone."
"Show a glim, Phil, and let's see who this chap is," he
said, sharply.
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The speaker's companion struck a match, and as the
light flared up Stanton recognized not only Jim Redmond,
but his brother Phil also.
Both of them looked to be in pretty hard luck.
The fl.ash of the match also served to bring George's
face, and Flossie's, ·too, into bold relief for an instant.
"George Stanton and Flossie Deeri~, by all that's
lucky!" exclaimed Jim Redmond, with something like a
note of tril-.nph in his tones.

CHAPTER XIV,
"THE TRIUMPH OF THE REDMONDS.

As the match flared out and the gloom of night enveloped the four :figures once more, Jim Redmond grasped
his brother by the arm ancl held a whispered consultation.
Stanton, paying no further attention to the intruders,
drcw Flossie's arm witllin his own and started · to . leave
the spot.
But they had barely taken a dozen steps before Jim and
Pliil Redmond followed with rapid strides and placed
themsel \"CS in a position to cut off their retreat.
Stanton,_ seeing that they meant mischief, prepared to
defend himself and Flossie.
He was a strong and stalwart youth, and was confident
he would be able to beat off both of these men in a lrnndto-lrnnd con ft iet unless they were arm eel, and he did not
think they were.
"Stand bad~!" bl! exclaimed in a dcte>rmined tone. "If
you lay n hand on either of us il will be at your own risk."
"Yon folk big, yonng fel low,'' laughed Jim Redmond,.
faun tingly; "hut you'll fi11cl that wind don't go down with
u~. 'Ye both owe you a grudge or 1011g Rtanding. You did
me out or cl fortune and my brother ont or a job and a wad
of money. Now the time hm; come when yon 've got to
squal'e up, ;;ee ?"
''Yim ought to have been grateful fht1t Mr. Deering did
not: prosecute you' ior robbing his hrot her of that red
pocketbook. In any c:aRc it would have clone yon little
good. The piece of parchment which yon thought so val11uble mnmmted to nothing, ior there was no writing
OJl ii.."
ThC' ma11 laughed mockingly.
"It was of value to me. Perhaps Deering has saved it
ni; a cmiosi ty; if so, he ca11 lrnnd it over to me with a iew
hones that we need in exchange for his niece."
"What clo yon mean, yon raRral ?" cried Stanton, ang-rily.
"I mean that now we Ree a clrnnrc of getting a hold on
the old man we're goin' to make the most of it. This
young lady
go with us and stay with us till her uncle
antcR up the parchment ancl a thousaud plunks. Then
we'll let her go. As for you we'll let you off this time so
you can carry our message to him, and you can thank your
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Jue:ky stars that I've changed my mind about layin' you
out."
. On hearing these words Flossie clung iJ?. terror to her
companion's arm.
"Don't be frightened, Flossie," whispered George, re:u:>suringly. "These rascals shan't moles '; you as long as I
can prevent it, and I fancy they'll hav1 their hands full
trying to polish me off."
· 'rhe gaunt and haggard appearance , f the ftedmond
l.rothcrs had given the boy the idea that iliey were not as
formidable as they looked, and consequently he believed
lie was a match fo~ them both.
But Stanton underestimated his opponents, as he presently discovered to his chagrin.
Their desperate situation, and the prize they saw within
ca y reac11, nerved the two rascals to complete their purpoi:;e at all hazards.
While Phil Redmond advanced to secure Flossie, Jim
Redmond closed with Stanton.
The girl uttered a thrilling scream, while George made
a plucky fight in her defence.
Phil dragged Flossie away from her young protector,
clapped one hand· over her mouth to stifle her cries, and
then bore her off o~t of sight around the bluff.
Stanton, furious at the success that seemed to be attending the scoundrels, fought with. all the energy he was
capable of, beating Jim Redmond almost to a standstill
and preventing him from making his escape.
But at the moment victory was in his grasp his foot
slipped on the damp rocks and he went down head foremost, striking his forehead a: blow against a sharp rock
that partially stunned him.
Jim Redmond, his face puffed and bleeding from the
pummeling he had received, took instant advantage of the
opportunity thus afforded him, and when Stanton pulled
himself together a minute later his antagonist had disappeared.
"The rascals!" he muttered, as. he got upon his feet and
wiped the trickling blood away from his forehead.
"They've carried Flossie off. But they shan't escape me
as long as I have breath in my body. I'll follow them and
wrest her from their grasp at every hazard."
He knew that Jim Redmond must have followed his
brother around the bluff.
That was their only safe path to escape observation for
the time being at any rate.
But by following close upon their heels he did not see
bow they could ultimately make good their escape, burdened with their fair prisoner.
The fact that they might have a boat at hand quite
escaped him.
The boy hastened to· follow what he judged to be / the
track takeI\ by the villains.
·
He jumped from rock to rock and sped across little
patches of .sand until at last, after rounding the bluff, he
came in sight oi. them again.

They were standing close to the water's edge, and one
of them was be:µding down and seemed to be pulling on
somet~ing.

As Stanton dashed forward, with blood in his eye, he
saw that Jim Redmond had the painter of a rowboat in
his hands, while his brother was in the act of stepping into
the boat with Flossie in his arms.
The girl had ceased to struggle, and from the position
of her head, which lay inertly upon Phil's shoulder, it was
apparent she had fainted.
·
With a shout of anger, George rushed at them.
Jim turned his head at the moment, and seeing how
near Stanton was, he gave the boat a shove off, waded out
a few feet and sprang into her.
Then seizing the oars, he began to row toward a small
sloop .that lay a short distance out upon the throbbing
waters.
"Come back, you scoundrels!" shout13d the boy furiously, dashing into the su:rf as though he had a mind to swim
after the boat.
A mocking laugh from Jim Redmond, that was echoed
by his brother, was the only response he received.
It would have been a vain and foolhardy attempt for
George to have made any further effort to overhaul the
boat, for she was now a dozen yards from the shore, in
deep water, and the sturdy arms of Jim Redmond was
rapidly widening the distance.
He c9uld only stand there, almost up to his waist in the
boiling surf, and watch the abductors of Flossie glide up
alongside the sloop, lift the unconscious girl on board and
follow themselves. ·
Jim attached the rowboat's painter t~ a cleat on the
sternrail, while his brother carried Flossi~ into the small
cabin, where he left her and returned to help Jim haul up
the sails.
They then both went forward and lifted the anchor by
means of a small drum windlass, when the sloop's head
fell off, and she drifted away under the influence of the
tide and light wind.
As soon as the anchor was on deck, Jim went to the
tiller and put the craft on a course that would carry them
up along the northern shore of Massachusetts Bay.
Stanton groanecl as he watched the sloop gather headway, and finally disappear in the gloom of the night.
He saw that the rascals had the best of him, and that
he was powerless to interfere further with whatever iniquitous project they had in mind.
"My heaven!" he ejaculated, almost despairingly. "To
think those two ruffians have Flossie in thei.r power. How
she will suffer when she comes to her senses ! Can I do
nothing to rescue her? Nothing to defeat the villains?"
Suddenly, like an inspiration from heaven, an idea
flashed across Stanton's brain.
His boat was at the wharf a mile below.
Sl1e was an unusually fast craft for her size.
He would follow the Redmonds in her.
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Jim did not seem to pay any attention to the Gull,
Fifteen minutes later he jumped on board the Gull, cast
which was trailing him, as he had not the slightest susloose lhe sails, hoisted them and cast off from the wharf.
picion that Stanton was a foot nearer than Nahant at that
Then he headed the sailboat for Nahant Point.
moment.
.
Thus an hour passed hy and the two boats, under a
CHAPTER XV.
better breeze, were drawing closer to each other1 which
THE CHASE OF THE SLOOP.
showed that the Gull was easily the faster craft.
When Stanton finally weathered the point he didn't
The wind continued to freshen since sunrise and at
oolieve that the Redmonds were more than a couple of seven o'clock the sailboat had cut down the space between
miles ahead of him.
her and the sloop by half a mile.
He followed the same tack he "had observed them to
The Gull was now going along at a lively pace over the
take, at approximately the same distance from the shore. sparkling water.
The wind was so light that George fumed with impaThough a little spray broke over the half-deck at times,
tience, since the Gull made very little headway as the
not a drop came as far aft as the eockpit.
moments dragged slowly by.
The wind was abaft t:µe beam and the sail hardly needed
"The folks must be wondering what has become of Flosany attention.
sie and I," thought the boy as he struck a match, looked
There was a short boathook, which made a f°ormidable
at his watch and noted that it was nearly elev~. "I'm
in the hands of a resolute person, lashed under the
weapon
sorry now that I didn't delay long enough to send a note
so
to Ur. Deering, briefly explaining matters. Well, it can- seat which circled the cockpit, and George cut it loose
instant use.
not be remedied now. They won't );ee anything of me as to have it at hand for
alongside the sloop, board her
run
to
was
intention
His
again until I fetch Flossie back with me."
Redmon~.
the
up
do
to
luck
to
trust
and
After midnight the breeze freshened a bit, and the Gull
light of the odds against
in
proceeding
risky
a
was
It
made better progress.
~hat nothing short of a
mood,
that
in
was
he
but
him,
The sloop ahead, however, had the same advantage, the
directly at his head
pointed
weapons
loaded
of
couple
only question being which boat covered the most water.
part he had marked
the
in
waver
to
him
caused
have
would
All night long Stanton sat with the tiller in his hand,
himself.
for
out
every once and awhile straining his eyes into the night in
At eight o'clock the sloop was less than three-quarters
the hope that he might catch sight of the chase.
a mile from the Gull, and George .noticed that Jim Redof
up
The gray light of mqrning at last began to lighten
cast frequent glances at h~r, though he appeared as
mond
the sky, and George now became more alert than ever.
have no suspicions as to her true character.
to
yet
A thin mist lay upon the surface of the water, which
under the boom once in awhile George wlls
peeping
By
prevented the boy from making anything out at a greater
was going on on board of the sloop.
what
note
to
able
distance than fifty or sixty yards.
that Phil had come on deck and was
saw
he
Presently
At a little before five the sun peeped above the distant
intently.
sailboat
the
eyeing
watery horizon, and the mist began to melt and scatter
The sloop was still half a mile in advance when Stanunder its warm rays.
The first thing Stanton saw was the shore about half a ton, taking another look at her, saw Flossie step up out
mile away on the left; then as the seascape broadened he of the cabin and look around.
spoke to her, pointing
and
presently
her
to
up
went
Phil
of.
quest
in
was
he
sloop
the
out
made
cabin.
the
toward
She was a mile and a half ahead, and half a mile fur'
ther out.
Flossie objected to going below again, and kept her eyes
The possibility that he might be mistaken in his iden- on the Gull, which it was possible she had identified, as
tity was small, as she showed a new white patch on her ~he had sailed in the boat with George many times.
mainsail, a mark he had particularly noticed as she got. Phil went up to his brother and spoke to him.
Then Stanton noticed that Jim altered the sloop's ·
un.der way off the point.
George secured the tiller and went down into the cabin course so that she began to stand out to sea.
That move compelled Stanton to disclose his true colors.
t0 get a eimall telescope which was strapped to the forward
He moved the tiller over and pointed the Gull's bow
cuddy.
end of the
Returning with this to the cockpit, he leveled it at the directly for the chase.
Of course the Redmonds discovered at once that they
distant sloop, and then all doubt was set at rest, for he
were being followed, and they showed considerable exciteeasily recognized Jim Redmond seated at the tiller.
Phil Redmond was not in sight, so the boy guessed he ment.
Flossie, too, took a sudden interest in tlte proceedings,
was taking a snooze below.
There were quite a number of four-and-afters to be ancl began to wave her handkerchief at the Gull.
The new point of sailing proved to be advantageous to
seen in different directions, most of them making directly
the sailboat, and she closed in very fast now on the sloop.
for Boston.
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It wnsn't long before the two boats were within speak- cu'p ful of water into 'h er face, he succeeded at last in
ing distance of each other.
l.Jringing her to her senses.
"Now, Flossie," he said at last, "you will get cold if
'l'he Redmonds now were able to make out Stahton at
ihe tiller of the pursuing craft, and Flossie made that you stay out here in your wet clothes. Go down into the
cuddy, remove all of your garments and cover yourself up
pleasing discovery at the same moment.
Phil grabbed Flossie and tried to force her below, but in the blankets of one of the bunks. You'll have to stay
the girl was equally determined that she would not go there till we get back to Sandwich Beach, wl1ich won't
down into the cabin again, for s11e put up a strenuous take long in this smacking breeze."
fight against it, struggling with all he-r might agaihst the
"Yes, George; but do tell me first how you managed to
man.
overtake that vessel."
Phil could easily have overcome her if he had wanted to
Seeing that she was determined to !mow all about her
be rough enough, but he was evidently afraid to hurt her, rescue before she went into the cuddy, Stanton gratified
for fear of future consequences, so he soon found he had· her curiosity in as few words as possible.
Flossie then went into the cutldy, he shut the slide over
bis hands full in trying to get her down the short tomuntil she hacl hacl a reasonable tin1e to take off her drip·panion-way.
In some way, when the Gull was within fifty feet of the ping gatments aml turn i11to the blink, and then he opened
·sloop, Flossie managed to escape from Phil's grasp, and it up again to give ber plenty of air.
lhcn she jumpe.d on to the roof of 'the cabin and ran forGeorge•cotlld diiuly make out her head from where he
·sat at the tlllt?r, a11tl they manag!ltl to carry 011 a convel'saward.
. Phil looked aiter her a moment, and then, evidently tion, though both naturally had to speak in a loutler key
making up his mind that she must be recovered and se- than ordiilary.
cured below, whether she would or not, he leaped on the -It took ab0ut two hours for the Gull to run up Uic cOtti;t
cabin, too, and started for her.
to Sandwich Beach .
. Flossie uttered a scream when she saw him coming, and
There was quite a crowd on the what£ whoti the boy h1n
finding herself cornered deliberately sprang ove-rboard as the sailbcrat in .and made fast to the inner sidtl of tlrn Jjier.
he reached out to grab her.
George wrote a brief note to Mt. Deei'ing and sent it
"My gracious!" cried Stanton, in dismay, heading the ovet to the cotttl.gc by a messenger.
In a short time Mt. and Mts. beering and a servant,
sailboat directly for the spot where she had gone down,
and grabbing up the boathook.
with a bundle of clotlles for Fl<Jssil'l, came down to the
The · sloop, with the aghast Redmonds, fl.cw on her way whnrf .ancl 1rt!nt on board Lhc Gull.
without 1'9aking any attempt to come about to her rescue.
While ~Ir . Deering 1rns in the cttddy helping her
Flossie ca~ie to the surface a few yar9s ahead of the daughter to dress, George told Mr. Deel'ing the story of
Gull, and with wonderful presence Gf n1ind she began to their thrilling little atlvcnturn.'
"Tlie miserable scoundt·cls !" commented the Boston
swim for the sailboat.
Stanton threw his boat up into the wind, and as she merchant, • with considerable feeling. "To abduct our
drifted toward the girl he held out the boathook toward Flossie i11 that high-handed manner. You're a plucky
her.
·
boy, George, and you liave placed us under a debt of gratiWhen it came within her reach she grasped it, and tnde we shall not forget. We were ttp all night in a state
George drew her close to the side of the boat, so that he 0£ an.."{ious susponse over your and Flossie's absence. Wben
c<ltild reach her with his hands.
the Gull was reported missing from the wharf we natu"Let go of the hook now, Flossie; I've got you safe,'; he rslly thought you bad te.ken Flossie out for a sail, and we
said, catching her by one of lier arms.
felt somewhat relieved until midnight came and you did
She obeyed obediently.
not return. As the wind was very light we believed you
Then with both his arms he dre\v her, dripping like a had got almost becalined off shore; but still we were -very
nymph of the waters, ihto the cockpit.
anxious· as the hours went by and there was no sign of
you. After sunrise this morliing Wtl became thorbughly
She threw her arms atound his neck and sobbed out:
"Dear, dear George!" ahd fainted dead away.
alarmed wl~cn the two me11 we 11atl sent <lh the bluff to
The sloop contaihitig the Redttloticl brothtlrs ctlbtitlued look out for the ~ailboat l'ctnr11cd with the word that Rhe
on its way out to sea.
was nowhere in i;ight. We could not understand it; and I
telegraphed up and <lo11·1i lhe co~IRt-<Jvcr to Swamscot,
down to M:arlJlchcad and otlic1· nearby place.· ill irty eagerCHAPTER
ness to obttlih Rome lhtce oi lhe Gull. Well, lllank heaven,
'.l'WO JlEARTti WITH BU'l' A SlNGLB THOUGHT.
everything ii:! all right now; l.Juf1 \\'c- have lrnd a great
With the Gull to look afteT, and au unconscious girl on shock."
his liandti, Stanton waA in a quandary.
"By the way, Mr. Deering, what have you done with
He allowed. the sailboat. i.o drift ;IJirl a!temlcd io T~'lossie . tlia t piece 0£ parchment that was in your btother's red
By chafing oor hands aml tcmpleo and llashing a tin po<:ketbook i'"

xvt.
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'·It is still in the wallet in my house safe. Why do you
ask?"
"Because Jim Redmond was going to include that in
the price of Flossie's ransom.11
"Did he .,ay so? "'
"He did."
"Of what use would it be to him? I suppose he thinks,
as we did at first, that it contains some secret writing."
"I told him that the parchment was no use, that it was
entirely blank; but he laughed, as i:f that :fact did not
disturb him. Do you think there is some secret about it
that he is acquainted with, but which yon and I could not
see through at the time we examined it?"
"It is possible. I will re-examine it care.fully when I
get a chance, and see i:f I can make anything out of it."
."It would be a good idea, sir, for I think there must be
something in the parchment, alter all."
Flossie and her mother now came out of the cuddy, and
the entire party started :for the cottage.
Next day Ur. Deering went Jo Boston in the little excursion steamer and i;wore out a warrant against the Redmond brothers for nbuuction.
It was three weeks bef.orc !hey were caught by U1c detective, wl10 spent that time senrch ing i'or them.
They were jailed aml subRequently broug11t to trial,
when Stanton hall to come on from N cw York to appear
against them.
The jury found illem guilty of the crime :md they were
sent to the State prison for a trrm o:f years.
In the meantime George spent a very enjoyable two
weeks at Nahant with the Deerin gs and took Plossie out
many times on the Gull.
The Sunday night before he left he interviewed Mr.
Deering, with Flossie's permission, on the subject nearest
both their hearts, and obtained the merchant's consent to
their engagement. ·
So he and Flossie were now definitely engaged, with the
understanding that their marriage was to come off a.fter
three years.
He bought his sweetheart a lovely diamond ring in New
York when he got there and sent it on to lier.
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He kept his word, induced the...bulk of those entitled to
vote at the primary to come forward and put ill a ballot
for Partridge, and thus carried his district for the regular
leader by an overwhelming majority.
Partridge, who was re-elected, complimented his new
captain on his showing and thanked him for the earnestness and zeal he had displayed in his interest.
At the November regular election George worked hard
to keep the Murray voters in line and to add a few more
to the total.
His success was greater than was looked for, and his
se:rvices in the pa1·ty's interest were duly lauded at a meeting o.f t110 General Committee, on which occasion he was
called on the platform and presented with a diamond
breastpin as a prize reward in consideration of the fact
that his district had made the best showing out of the
fifty-three in t he assembly district.
At the social club election just before Christmas Stant.on was elected secretary by an unanimous vote, and assnmcd the office when he returned to New York after
spending the holidays at l1is home in Shoreham.
Late in the month of May William Miller, the manager
of the New York office, was taken seriously ill.
As f:oon as the news was communicated to Mr. Deering
he notified Stanton to assume charge of the branch until
Mr. Miller was fit to resume his duties.
This threw a lot of extra work and responsibility on
George's shoulders, b11t he was equal to the emergency,
and business went on with tl1e regularity of clockwork.
Ur. Miller returned to the office in season to relieve
Stanton :for his regular August vacation, but as he was
not the same man l1c had been before his illness, Stanton,
it was understood, would hereafter help him out.
Partridge, the district leader, had another contest that
year at \he primaries, and barely held his own, though
Stanton worked lilie a beaver in his interest.
The opposition candidate did everything he could to
win the boy over on his side, but George was true blue and
would not desert Partridge.
The leader was grateful to him for hi s exertions in his
behalf and promised to stand by Stanton if the occasion
CHAPTER XVII
rvcr presented itself.
CONOLUSION.
That November George cast his first vote, and was quite
When Stanton returned from his vacation he was en- proud that at last he had attained all the privileges of a,
thusiastically welcomed back to New York by all his 1 full-fledged American citizen.
friends in Harlem.
At the regular annual meeting of his club he was
The primary election was coming on and Partridge was elected its president by a good majority.
confronted with an opponent, a well-known young lawyer,
"We'll be putting you up for the Assembly next," said
for the leadership of the assembly district; consequently one of the members jokingly .to him.
he looked to all his captains to do their best to have 11im
Stanton laughed and wondered if he ever would see his
re-elected for the coming year.
name on a regular ballot.
He sent for Stanton as soon as he heard he was back in
Flossie graduated that year, and Stanton was present,
town and had a heart-to-heart talk with him on the sub- with the Deerings, at the commencement exercises.
ject.
He sent his promised wife flowers enough to bury her
The boy promised to see that he got the majority of the under.
votes to be cast by the party voters in his election district.. Ile spent the entire month of August with her at Sand-
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wich Beach this time, and their wedding was set for the
"This is evidently what your father meant by your formiddle of December.
tune, Flossie," said George. "He obtained this bit of
Mr. Miller having decided to retire permanently from parchment from some person who was unable to make use
the management of the New York office, Stanton suc- of its 'Secret himself. Strange that your father made no
ceeded him on the first of September.
effort to hunt for the treasure, either. It is clear that Jim
iTuch to George's surprise a movement was developed Hedmond in some way found out about this thing and
that year in the district to have him nominated for the laid his plans to get hold of th<i doubloons after your father
Assembly, but he declined to run on the ground that the died. To that end he stole the pocketbook before the
growing business of the branch office of the hosiery busi- expected arrival of your uncle should thwart his purpose.
ness demanded his constant attention.
Only that I fortunately happened to look through the
In December he was married to Flossie, and they spent lighthouse window that night he would have been able to
a short honeymoon in Florida.
have carried out his design. Well, dea.r, some day we'll
Mr. Deering had forgotten to re-examine the piece of go on a little trip to the Isle of Pines and see whether we
parchment which had remained ever since Rodney Deer- can unearth those Spanish coins."
ing's death in its compartment in the red pocketbook.
It was two years before the opportunity came for them
When Flossie became Mrs. George Stanton he handed to carry out this plan.
the wallet over to her as a remembrance of her father.
Stanton had just been elected to the New York LegisOne night George came in and found her looking at the lature, and he concluded to take1a winter vacation.
blank piece of vellum, which had also slipped his mind.
So he and Flossie made up a little party for a Cariblean
He took it out of her 11and, and then told her how Jim trip, a rich friend having loaned Stanton :his schoonerRedmond had made such a strenuous effort to get posses- yacht.
sion of it at the time of her father's death.
The barrel of coin was discovered in the spot aescribed
"What could he want with an old time-stained piece of in the parchment, and Flossie suddenly found herself
blank J?aper like that?" she asked her husband in surprise. worth $20,000-quite a little fortune in its way.
"That's what I would like to find out. There seems to
Once in politics, Stanton became ~ore popular than
be some mystery connected with it that I can't under- ever.
stand. Your father placed great store by it, I know. In
His name was now frequently mentioned in the newsfact, he claimed on his death-bed that it represented your papers and always to his advantage.
fortune."
Two years later he was elected a State Senator by a very
"My fortune!" she exclaimed incredulously.
large majority from the Harlem Senatorial district in
"Yes, dear."
which he lived.
·"Why, there isn't a single mark on it-it's nothing but
He has since been re-elected three times, and may be
a blank piece of vellum," she said, tapping it with one of said to carry his district in his vest pocket, so solid is he
her pretty fingers.·
in that quarter.
"I believe it once contained some writing, and that the
Still his ambition is but partially satisfied, for he hopeo
ink has faded out for good," replied George. ".Once your some day to represent New York State in the Upper
uncle suggested taking it to a chemist's and seeing if he House of Congress, and we have no doubt but he will get
could revive the ink; but he never carried this idea out." there in time, since he is a man who knows no such a word
"Let us experiment ourselves," suggested th~ young as "fail."
wife. "If sympathetic ink was used, heat may bring it
In fact, there is no telling but he may reach the Presiout."
dency before he dies, thus attaining the very pinnacle of
"That's right," answered Stanton, very much inter- "The Ladder of Fame."
ested. "We might try a hot iron as a starter."
They went into the kitchen and a fiat-iron was put on
THE END.
one of the burners of the gas-stove.
After it had become hot enough a thin piece of cloth . Read "ON THE SQUARE; OR, THE SUCCESS OF
was placed over the bit of parchment and the iron was AN HONEST BOY," which will be the next number
applied.
(51) of ".Fame and Fortune Weekly."
They waited the result with some little excitement.
In a few minutes the cloth was removed and the vellum
was found to be covered with w_riting.
George wrote it all down on a sheet of white paper beSPECIAL NOTICE: All back numbers of this' weekly
fore the vellum coole,d and the writing faded away again. are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
It proved to be explicit directions as to the locality newsdealer, send the price in money or postage stamps by
where a barrel of Spanish doubloons had been buried in mail to FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 24 UNION
ihe sands of a certain cove on the Isle of Pines, about fifty SQUARE, NEW YORK; and you will receive the copies
miles off the southern coast of Cuba, in the year 1665.
you order by return mail.
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ever published. Read the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:
LATEST ISSUES :
146 Young Wild We1t's Lively Time; or, The Dandy Duck of the
Diggings.
147 Young Wild West at Hold-Up Canyon; orl.Arletta's Great Victory.
148 Young Wlld West's Square Deal; or, making the "Bad" Men
Good.
149 Young Wild West Cowing the Cowboys; or, Arletta and the
Prairie Fire.
150 Young Wild West and Navajo Ned; or, The Hunt for the Half151 Yo~~~dwlfi~r~~st's Virgin Vein; or, Arletta and the Cave-t.n.
152 Young Wild West's Cowboy Champions; or, The Trip to Kansas
City.
153 Young Wild West's Even Chance; or, Arletta's Presence of Mind.
154 Young Wild West and the Flattened Bullet; or, The Man Who
Would not Drop.
155 Young Wild West'• Gold Game; or, Arletta'• Full Hand.
156 Young Wild We1t's Cowboy Scrimmage; or, Cooking a Crowd of
Crooks.
157 Young Wild West and the Arizona Athlete,· or, The Duel that
Lalted a Week.
158 Young Wild West .a nd the Kansas Cowboy1; or, Arletta's Clean
Score.
159 Young Wild West Doubling His Luck ; or, The Mine that Made a
Million.
160 Young Wild West and the Loop of Death; or, Arletta's Gold
Cache.
161 Young Wild West at Bolling Butte; or, Hop Wah and the Highbinders.
162 Young Wild West Paying the Pawnees; or, Arletta Held for
Ransom.
163 Young Wild West's Shooting Match; or, The "Show-Down" at
Shasta.
164 Young Wild West at Death Divide; or, Arletta's Great Fight.
165 Young Wild West and the Scarlet Seven; or, Arletta's Daring
Leap.
166 Young Wild West'• Mirror Shot; or, Rattling the Renegades.
167 Young Wild West and the Greaser Gang; or. Arletta as a Spy.
168 Young Wild West 101lng a Million; or, How Arletta Helped Him
Out.
169 Young Wild West and the Railroad Robbers; or, Lively Work In
170 Yo~~~\vlld West Corrallng the Cow-Punchers; or, Arletta's Swim
171

y0f~~g1#11 ·d West "Facing the Music",· or, The Mistake the L"nch~

era Made.
172 Young Wild West
of Death.
173 Young Wild West
Camp.
174 Young Wild West
pahoe&.
175 Young Wild West
of the Platte.

and "Montana Mose"; or, Arletta'e Messenger
at Grizzly Gulch; or, The Shot that Saved the
.
on the Warpath; or, Arletta Among the Ara·
.
and "Nebruka Nick"; or, The Cattle Thieves

176 Young Wild West and the Magic Mine; or, How Arletta Solved a.
Mystery.
177 Young Wild West as a Cavalry Scout; or, Saving the Settlers.
178 Young Wild West Beating the Bandits; or, Arletta's Best Shot.
179 Young Wild West and "Crazy Hawk"; or, The Redskins' Last
Raid.
180 Young Wild West Chasing the Cowboys; or, Arletta the Lariat
Queen.
181 Young Wild West and the Treacherous Trapper; or, Loatln the Great
North Woods.
182' Yoi¥:?Jna~~!~s. West's Dash to Deadwood; or, Arletta and the
183 Young Wild West's Sliver Scoop; or, Cleaning Up a Hundred
Thousand.
184 Young Wild West and the Oregon Outlaws; or, Arletta as a
"Judgj!.''
185 Young Wild Weit and "Mexican Matt"; or, Routing the Rawhide
Rangers,
·
186 Young Wild West and the Comanche Queen; or, Arletta as an
Archer.
187 Young Wild West and the "Gold Ring"; or, ll'he Flashy Five of
Four 1nush.
188 Young Wild West's Double Rescue; or, Arletta'• Race Wltb
Death.
189 Young Wild West and the Texas Rangers; or, Crooked Work on
the Rio Grande.
190 Young Wild West's Branding Bee; or, Arletta and tbe Cow
Punchers.
191 Young Wild West and His Partner's Pile, and How Arletta
Saved It.
193 ~oung Wild West's Buckhorn Bowle, and How It Saved HI•
Partners.
.
194 Young Wild West In the Haunted Hilla; or, Arletta and the Alt•c
Arrow.
195 Young Wild West's Cowboy Dance; or, Arletta'• Annoying Admlrer.
196 Young Wild West's Double Shot; or, Cheyenne Charlie'• Life
Line.
197 Young Wild West at Gold Gorge; or, Arletta and the Drop of
Death.
198 Young Wild West and the Gulf Gang; or, Arletta'& Three lihot1.
199 Young Wild West' s Treasure Trove; or, The Wonderful Luck of
the Girls.
•
200 Yo;~lu~ngt::::s Leap In the Dark; or, Arletta and the Under201 Young
the Silver Queen; or! TheFate of theMyetlcTen.
202 Young Wild
Wild West
West and
Strlkmg
It Rich; or. Ar etta and the Cave of Gold.
203 Young Wild West's Relay Race; or, The Fight at Fort Feather.
20!l Young Wild West and the "Crooked Cowboye"; or, Arletta and the
Cattle Stampede.
205 Young Wild West at Sizzling Fork; or, A Hot Time with the Cir.Im
Jumpers.
206 Young Wild West and Big "Bu1l'alo"; or, Arletta at the State.
207 Young Wild West Raiding the Raiders; or, The Vengeance ot the
Vigilante.
208 Young Wild West's Royal Flush; or, Arletta and the Gamblen.
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Each book consists of sixty-four P.ages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive Illustrated covet.
M~t of the books are also profusely illustrated, and all ?f the subj~cts treated UP_On are explained in such a simpl~ manner that any
child. can thoroug'hly understand them. Look over the hst as classified and see 1f you want to know anything about the subje~
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL P.E SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENl'S EACH, 01{ ANY 'l'HREE BOOKS FOR TWENTY-FIVE
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N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRICKS WITH OARDS.-EmMESMERISM.
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap· bracml? all of the latest and most deceptive card tricki, with il·
proved methods of mesmerism; also bow to cure all kinds of lustrat1ons. By A. Anderson.
diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo ,., No.. 7.7. HOW _TO DO l!'ORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.1.JOntam1~1! deceptive Card Tricks as perfonned by leadin~ conjurors
Uugo Koch, A. 0. S., author of "How to Hypnotize," etc. ·
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illustrated.

PALMISTRY.

No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most' apMAGIC.
proved methods of readinc the lines on the band, together with
No. ~· HOW TO DO TRICKS.-The great book of magic and
a full explanation of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on all the leading card tricks
and the key for tellinc character by the bumps on the head. Br of the d~y, also ~~e most popular magical illusions as performed by
Leo Hugo Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
oui: lea~IDg mag1c1uns; ev~ry boy should obtain a copy of this book,
HYPNOTISM.
as it will bot}). amuse and mstruct
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Contuining valuable and inNo .. 22· HO~ TO DO SECOND SIGHT.-Heller's .seconJ ~i&"ht
atructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explamed b.}'. his former assistant, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
explaining the most approved methods which are employ<::d by the the secret dialogues were carried on between the magician and the
lea.din& hvpnotis•a of the world. By Leo Hugo Koch, .A..C.S.
boy on .the stage; .also giving all the codea and aignals. The only
,
aulhe11t1c explanat10n
of second sight.
SPORTING. .
No. 43. llOW '1'0 BECOME A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISII.-The most complete gran!1est assort~ent ~f magical Illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- pu blic. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
atructions about g1Jns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,
No. G8. HO~V TO DO CHEMICAL 'l.'HICKS.-Conti14ning over
toirether with descriptions of game and fish.
one hundi·ed highly amusing and instructive tricks with cbemicali.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL A, D BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. A.ntlerson. Handsomely illustrateJ.
Illustrated. Every boy should know how to row ~.ncl sail a boat.
No. G9. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF HAND.-Qontaining over
Full instructions are given in this little book, togeth er with in- fifly of the latest and best tricks used by magicians. Also containatructions on swimming and ridin g, companion sports to boating.
mg ,lhe secret of se,c,ond sight. b'ully ~llu1i1t1·aled. By A. A.nderso.n.
No. 41. HOW 'l'O BREAK, IHDE AND DRIYE A HORSE.- . No .. 70. HOW 10 l\lAKE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
A. complete treatise on the ho1-:;;e. Ve-scribing the most useful horses thrections for making Magic 'l'oya and deviceB of many kinds By
for buaines11, the best horses for tlle road; also valuable recipes for A. Anderson. Pully illust.·ated.
.
•
diaeue. J>eculiar to the horse.
No. 73 •. HOW. 1TO J?O THICKS WITH NUMBERS.-Showlng
No. 48. BOW '.l.'0 BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A bandy many curious tric~s with figures and the magic of numbel"ll. By A.
book for boya, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
·
and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
_No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~ECOME A CONJUROR. - Containinr
By o. Stanafield Hicks.
_ tri.cks ~1t~ Domm?s, Dice, Cups anJ Balls, Hats, etc. Embracin&
· tl11rty-s1x illustrations. By A. Anderson.
FORTUNE TELLING.
No. 78. !lqW 'l'O DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containing a ci>mNo. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM AND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Sleight of Hand
flontaining the great oracle of human destiny; also the true mean- together with many wonderful experiments. By A. Anderson'.
Ing of almost any kind of dreams, together with charms, ceremonies, Illustrated.
and curious games of cards. A complete book.
MECH A C
No. 23. HOW TO EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
N I AL.
f rom the little child t.o the aged man and woman. This little book
No. 29. HOW TO BECOME AN INVENTOR.-Every boy
fives the explanation to all kinds of dreams, together with lucky should know how inventions originated. This book explains them
a nd unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum," the book of fate.
all, givi~g examples. in electri,city, hyd~aulics, magnetism, optics,
No. 28. HO\V TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone is desirous of pneumatics, mechanics, etc. 'Ihe most mstructive book published.
knowinl what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or
No. 5~. HOW '1'0 BECOME AN ENGINEER.-Containing full
misery, wealth or poverty. You can tell by a glance at thts little instructions how to proceed in order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one and be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directiona for building a model locomotive· together
the fortune of your friends.
with a full description of everything an en_gineer should know.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.No. 57. HOW '1'0 MAKE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of lines of the hand, directions how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, 1Elolian Harp Xyle>or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events pl:..,ne and other musical instruments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderson. scription of nearly every musical instrument used in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
ATH L ET IC.
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full inNo. 59. HOW TO MAKE A MAGIC LANTERN.-Contalnlng
struction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the lantern, together with its history and invention.
liorizontal bars and various other methods of developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscle; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John Allen.
b<l<'ome strong anJ healthy by following the instructions contained
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Contalnlnc
in this little book.
complete instructions for performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks
I\o. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
'
Con.aining over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferLETTE R WRITING .
cnt p<lsitions of a good boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
thzse usefu l and instructive books, as it will teach you how to box
No. 11. HOW TO WRITE LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com·
willlout an lnstru'.ctol".
plete little book, containing full directions for writing love-letters.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.--ConWnlng full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
l!.mb'l"acing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor w. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
A handy and useful book.
also letters of introduction~ notes and requests.
No. 34. HOW TO FENCE.-Cont:.a.ining full instruction for
No. 24. HOW TO WR1T'ID LET'rERS TO GENTLEMEN.fencing and the use qf the broadsworJ; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subjects;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the best also giving sample letters for instruction.
positions in fencing. A complete book.
No. 53. HOW 'l.'O WRITE LE'£TERS.-A wonderful little
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
TRICKS WITH CARDS.
mothfr, sister, brother, employer; and, in fact, everybody and anyNo. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
nplanations of die general principles of sleight-of-hand applicable lady in the land s'hould have this book.
to card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requiring
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LE'I.'TERS CORRECTLY.-Con·
alelght-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of tnining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject•
lll'Cl&ll.J prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated. also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen
letters:

I

I

"r'HE $1"AGE,

No. 4-1. THE BbYS OF NEW YOltK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK ..-Cont,ti~ltig a great \'ariety of the latest jokes used by the
mC?st famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonde':fu l little book.
No .. 4~. THE ~OYl:i OF NEW YOltK STUMP SPEAKER.Con ta1~mg a vabed <'!.sso,rt~ent of o;tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end mens Jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateut shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!J Il<;lOK.;--Something new and very instructive. Every
boy . should obtain this ~ook, as It contains full instructions for orgamzmg a n amateur m111strel troupe.
. No. 65. M.ULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
Joke ~ooks ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
cou tams a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums etc. of
Terrence Muldoon, the great wit, humorist, and practical' joke~ of
the ~ay. Ever! boy _who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
obtain a copy 1mmed1ately.
No.. 79. Ht;)W TO BECOME AN ACTOR.-Oontaining complete mstrucbons how to make up for various characters on the
stage.; tog~ther with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter,
Scemc .Artist and Property Man. By a prominent Stage Manager.
N!J. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Contalning the latest Jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Uel'ml!-n Comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover C<'ntainmg a half-tone photo of the author.

.

l"IOUSEKEEl=»ING,

No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.-Containlng
full instructions ~or construdin~ a window garden either in town
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful
flowers at hotnc. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instrurtive books
on cooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats,
fish , game, and o:vsters; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popula1·
cooks.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for
everybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
make almost anything arO\l,nd the house, i;uch as parlor ornaments,
brackets, cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds.

i':LECTFtltAL•

No: 31. HQW TO BECOME A SPEJAKER.-Containing fourteen 1llustrabons, giving the different positions requisite to becom<t
a food speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a! the popular !luthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moet
s1mplt! and conc1s2 manne1· possible.
No. 49..HOW TO DlilRA'.rE.-Giving rules for conducting dtbates, outlines for debatei:·, questions for discussion and t he be1•
sources for procuring info~mation on the questions iiven.

SOCIETY.
No. 3. HOW TO FLIR:'l'.-The arts and wiles of flirtatfon are
fully explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of
har.dkerchief, fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation it con•
~ains a .full list of the language and sentiment of flowers, Which i9
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cam:ot be happy
without one.
No. 4. HOW 'l'O DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little book just issued by l!'rank Tousey. It contains full instructions in the art of dancing, etiquette in the ball-room and nt partiea,
how to d1·ess, and full directions for calling off in all povular squue
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKEJ LOVE.-A complete guide to love
courtship and mal'l'iage, giving sensible advice, rul es and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gm·
t:rally known.
•
No. li. HOW •.ro DRESS.-Contalnlng full instruction in the
art of dressing and-appearing well at home and abroad giving the
selections of colors, material. and how to have them made up.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of the
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
female. '.rhe secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and be convinced how to become beautiful.

BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
containing full instructions for the management and training of the
canary, mockingbird, bobolink. blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
No. 39. BOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'.rRY, PIGEONS AND
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illustrated. By Ira Drofraw.
·
No. 40. HOW TO MA.KE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hlnt1
on bow to cakh moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington .
Keene.
.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A ·
valuable book, giving instr uctions in collecting, preparing, mountini
and preserving birds, animals and insects.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PE'l'S.:-Giving C()ID·
plete information as to t he manner and method of raising, keepinf;
taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full
instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
illustrations, making it the most complete book of the kind ever
publisheci.

No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICtTY.-A de11criptioh of the wotiUerful uses of electricity and electro magnetism;
together with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries,
etc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
No. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-donta!ning full uit·ectiohs for making electrical machines, induction
coils, dynamos. and maJ)y novel toys to be wotked by electricity.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully Illustrated.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Contalning a
MISCELLANEOUS.
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing eleCtrical hicks
No. 8. HOW TO BI<;COl\IE A SCIENTIST.-:!: useful and in·
together with itlushations. By A. .A.Ilderson.
' structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also e'.l·
.,.,.,,.,,...,...,AlNla•ENT.
periments in acoustics. mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and di·
c. I" c. n 1
IYI
rections for making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thia
No. 9. H9W TO BECOi.\IE A VENTR1.J;-OQI!IST.-By Harry book camwt be equaled.
Kennedy. The secret glveli a"·ny. Every mtelh{:en t boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO l\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
this book of instructions, by a practical professor (delightinll' multi- making '111 kinds of candr. ice-creall:!.r..syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful .imitations), can master the
No. ~H. ·HOW •.ro BruCOMEJ AN· AUTH.OR.--Containing tull
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book l'Ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it. ' manner of preparing and submitting manuscript. Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com·
very valuable little book ju~t published. A complete compendium position of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comlc reci tations, etc., suitable ·Hiland
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the - No. M. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A won•
money than anv book published.
derful book, containing usefu l and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAl\IES.-A complete and useful little treatment of ordinary di seases and ailments common to everJ
book, contalnll\g thl! rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
backgammon, croquet. domi11oes, etc.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO SOLV!il CONUNDRU:\IS.-Containlng all
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading conunrlrums of the day, limuslng rhldles, curious catches talning valuable information regarding the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely. illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO Pt,AY '1ARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, giving the rules and !'-<- '\t~ctions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, R'- ce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules. for beginners, and also relates some adventure1
Au ction Pitch, All Fours, and many other pppular games of cards. and experiences of well-known detectives.
·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums, with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By A . .Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and other
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De W.
ETIQUETTE.
Abney.
No. 18. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
Is a great life secret, and one that every youbg man desires to know CADE'.r.-Con taining full explanations how to gain admittance,
all about. There's happiness jn it.
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
of good society and the easiest p.nd most approved methods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Ccmpiled and written by Lu Senarens, author
pearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
in the drawihl:-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL OADET.-Complete in·
structione of bow to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
DECLAMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historieal sketch, and everything a bo7
-Containing the most popular sele'.!tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Com•
dialect, French · dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become •
with many standard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
'

itRIC~ 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
· Addt·ess FltANK TOUSEY~ Publisher, 24 Unio~ Square, New York.

WIDE AWAKE .WEEKLY

A CO.MP LETE STOR Y EVER Y "WEEK
BY THE BEST AUTHORS
Price 5 Cents
Price 5 Cents
-..Y"' HANDSOME ILLUSTRATED COVERS

32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY , _

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts· of the World

TAKE NOTICE!

-

This handsome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on ~ great variety of
subjects. Each number is replete with rousing situations and lively incidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles by sheer force of brains and grit and win well- '
merited success. We have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each number ha$ a handsome colored illustration made by the most expert artists. Large sums of money are being spent to make
this one of the best weeklies ever published.
..
1:
1:

••...Here is a List of Some of the Titles••..•
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed 13 The Great Gaul "Beat"; or, Phil Winston's Start in ReLever. By Edward N. Fox.
porting. By A. Howard De Witt.
2 Otf the Ticker; or, Fate at a Moment's Notice. By Tom 14 Out .for Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Difference. By

Dawson.
Tom Dawson.
3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danford's West Point 15 The Boy Who Balked; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By
Nerve. By Lieut. J. J. Barry.
Frank Irving.
4 The Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum in Hon- 16 Slicker than Silk; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By
duras. By Fred Warburton.
Rob Roy.
6 Written in Cipher; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. 17 The Keg of Diamonds; or, After the Treasure of the
By Prof. Oliver Owens.
Caliphs. By ' Tom Dawson.
ti The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a Tough Name. By A. 18 Sandow, Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny.
By
Howard De Witt.
Prof. Oliver Owens.
'1 Kicked otf the Earth; or, Ted Trlm's Hard Luck Cure. 19 Won by Bluff; or, Jack Mason's Marble Face. By Frank
By Rob Roy.
,
Irving.
8 Doing it Quick; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at Panama.
By 20 On the Lobster Shift; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By
Captain Hawthorn, U. S. N.
A. Howard De Witt.
9 In the 'Frisco Earthquake ; or, Bob Brag's Day of Ter- 21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy in Corsica.
ror. By Prof. Oliver Owens.
By Lie~t. J. J. Barry.
10 We, Us & Co.; or, Seeing Life with a Vaudeville Show. 22 Too Green to Burn; or, The Luck of Being a Boy. By
By Edward N. Fox.
Rob Rof.
11 Cut Out for an omcer; or, Corporal Ted in the Philip•
pines. By Lieut. J. J. Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss. By
. Fred Warburton.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any address on re~eipt of price, 5 cents per CODY, in money or postage stamps, by

FBANX TOUSEY, Publisher ,

24 Union Square, New York.

IF YOU WANT ANY · BACK NUMBE RS

of our libraries, and cannot procure them from newsdealers, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and fill
ln the following Order Blank and send it to us with the price of the books you want and we will send them. to 7ou by return mail.
POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN '.rHE SAME AS MONEY.
'
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
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DEAR Srn- Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.•... copies of FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos . . . . . . . . • • • . • • • ••.•..••.•••. ••.. .••.••••••••••• ••.
·•.•. "
" WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .•............. .......•....•• ..••..••••••• •••••••••••• • "'
,. • • • "
" WORK AND WIN, Nos .............• ••..........• .............. ...... , .....••••••.•• •••
.• • • • "
" WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .••••..•.•.... .•...•••..••• •. : ....•...•..... ..• , .•••..••••••
'' PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ...........• ·•••••.•••••••• •••••1
.-.1··· ..•.•.•.•••...•••.•••••••••.••.•-•
,••• , ~'
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos..............• ..•...•.•...• •••.•...•..•. ..•...........•• •••••••••.•..,
•• • • . "
" THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos ..........••• •.•........... .............. .•....•••••• • .,
"
" Ten-Cent Hand Books, Nos .............. ••..•........ .............. ...........•.. ••••••.•
Name .............. ...• - ..• , , .. Street and No ............. ....... Town .......... State ..•.•••..• · c , • ••••
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Fame and ·Fortune Weekly
STORIES OF BOYS WHO MAKE MONEY
By

A

SELF-MADE MAN

32 Pages of Reading Matter
.

A NEW ONE ISSUED

Handsome Colorect.- Covers

;

EV~RY l~' RIDAY
. . . .,\

PRICE 5 CEN'f S A COPY

'

This Weekly contains interesting storl~s· of .srfia-rt boys, who win fame and fo r tune by their ability to take advantage -0f
passing opportuniti€S. Some Of these '.st9r ies a~·e fouriued On tru e incidents in the Jives Of OUI' mOEt successful self-mad e
men, and show how a boy of pluck, persevednce and brains can become famous and wealthy. Every -0ne of this series
conta in s a good moral tone wh ich mak~s ·' Fame and Fortune Weekly " a magazine for the home, although each numb o3r
is replete with exciting adventures. The stories are the very best obtainable, the illu<trations are by expert artists. and
every effort is constantly being mad e to make it the best weekly on the news stands. Tell. your friends about it.

·'·

ALREADY PUBLISHED.
29 A Sure Winner; or, The Boy Who Went Out With a Circus.
1 A Lucky Deal ; or; The Cutest Boy in Wall Street.
30 Golden Fleece; or, Tt; e Boy Brokers of Wail Street.
2 Born to Good Luck; or, The Boy Who Su cceeded.
3 A Corner in Corn; or, How a Chi cago Boy Did the Trick.
31 A Mad Cap Scheme ; or, The Boy 'l'reasure Hunters of Cocos Island
4 A Game of Chance; or, The Boy Who Won Out.
32 Adrift on the World; or, Working His Way to Fortune.
5 Hard to Beat; or, The Cleverest Boy in Wail Street.
33 Playing to Win; or, The Foxiest Boy ln Wall Street.
6 Building a Railroad; or, The Young Contractors of Lalrevlew.
34 TatJers ; or, A Boy from the Slums.
7 Winning His Way; or, Tt.e Youngest Editor in Green Hive r .
35 A Young Monte Cristo ; or, .'l 'he Richest Boy in the World.
8 The Wheel of Fortune; or, The Record of a Self-Made r.oy.
36 Won by Plu ck ; or, The Boys Who R;m a Railroad.
9 Nip and Tuck; or, The Young Brokers of Wall Street .
37 Beating the Brokers ; or, The Boy Who "Couldn't be Done."
10 A Copper Harvest; or, The Boys Who Worked a Dese rted ~fine . 38 A Rolling Stone ; or, 'l.'he Brightest Boy on Record.
11 A Lucky Penny; or, The Fortunes of a Boston Boy.
39 Never Say Di e; or, The Young Surveyor of nappy Vall ey.
12 A Diamond in the Rough; or, A B rave Boy's Start in Life.
40 Almost a Man ; or, W inning His Way to the Top.
13 Baiting the Bears; or, The Nerviest Boy in Wall Street .
41 Boss of the Ma rke t; or, The Greatest Boy in Wail Street.
14 A Gold Brick; or, The Boy Who Could Not be Down ed .'
42 The Chance of His Life; ot", 'l.' he Young Pilot of Crystal Lake.
15 A Streak of Luck; or, 'l.'he Boy Who Feathered His ~ e st .
43 Striving for Fortune ; or, From Bell-Boy to Millionaire.
16 A Good Thing; or, The Boy Who Made a Fortune.
.44 Out for Business; Ot", Th e Smart~ st Boy in Town .
17 King of the Market; o r, The Youug Trader in Wa il Street.
45 A Favorite of Fort une; or, Str iking It Ri ch in Wall Street.
18 Pure Grit ; o r, One Boy in a Thousand.
46 'l'hrough '!'hi ck and Thin; or, The Adve ntures of a Smart Boy.
19 A Rise in Life; or, The Career of a Factory Eoy.
47 Doing His Level Best ; or, Working His Way Up.
20 A Barrel of Money; or, A Br'ght Boy in Wall Street.
48 Always on Deck; or, The Boy Who Made H is Mark.
21 Ail to the Good; or, l~rom Cali Boy to Manager.
49 A Mint of Money; or, The Young W:ill Street Broker.
22 How He Got There; or, The Pluckiest Boy of Them Ali.
50 The Ln.dder of ~'am e ; or, From Office .Boy to Senator.
23 Bound to Win; or, The Boy Who Got Rich.
24 Pushing It Through; or, 'l.'he Fate of a Lucky Boy.
25 A Born Speculator; or, The Young Sphinx of Wail Street .
26 The Way to Success; or, The Boy Who Got There.
27 Struck Oil; or. The Boy Who Made a Million.
28 A Golden Risk; or, The Young Miners of Delia Cruz.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any

addr-i;s ~

FBAl'fK TOj fEY, Publisher,_,,
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on receipt of price, 5 cents per copy, in money or postage stamps, by

24 Union Square, New York.
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